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This is the story of a collection, but it is also a life story, a 

personal story born out of an interest in art and curiosity, 

a need to know more, a wanting to know, to ask—and ask 

oneself—questions: too many questions … or perhaps not.

In 2006 we asked ourselves whether we might not go a 

step further and conceive of the collection not only as an 

ongoing exercise in the acquisition of artworks, but also 

as a tool for the generating and sharing of knowledge and 

experiences. Out of this came the Cal Cego project, whose 

collection is the starting point for being able to engage in 

other activities that engender knowledge and context, which 

include supporting the Master in Contemporary Art together 

with IL3 (Universitat de Barcelona); loan agreements with 

museums (such as those with MACBA in Barcelona and 

IVAM in Valencia); ceding works for numerous temporary 

exhibitions around the world, from Mataró to the Azores, 

by way of Cracow, Madrid and London; collaborating with 

initiatives, institutions, critics, curators and artists and, last 

but not least, producing works with artists with whom we 

have a special rapport (such as Javier Codesal or Enric 

Farrés-Duran).
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Points in the infinite and a polyphony of voices lead us to 

heterogeneous perspectives and the creation of narratives, 

to the idea that art is based on individuality and on creating 

a mode of understanding that transcends standards, that 

insists on diversity and difference and opens itself up to 

experimental forms that go beyond the limits of thought, 

of the gaze and of conventions.

We are both nomadic and virtual (www.calcego.com), we 

believe in creating knowledge in a non-standardized way, 

and in the process more than in the final result, we think that 

collaboration is essential and are committed to fostering 

communication between generations. We are convinced of 

the need to go beyond hierarchies and watertight categories, 

both in art and in life.

Montse Badia, Roser Figueras, Josep Inglada
Artistic director and directors of Cal Cego

Throughout these years we have drawn up a series of route 

maps, which have served as a guide for action and as the 

articulating axis of our activities. Starting from such basic 

notions as architecture, spaces and the personal relationships 

that are generated in these, we have focused on issues such 

as representation, the status of the image, perception, the 

questioning of the obvious, and the critical gaze, as well 

as the role of the artist and her or his need to select and 

point out things and situations. For some time now we 

have been working in terms of a notion that serves well 

as the Zeitgeist or spirit of our time: the idea of puntos de 

fuga, vanishing points, the idea of escape as a polysemic 

notion, as an act of taking flight and escaping. Fuga is also 

the escaping of a liquid or a gas (which we cannot help but 

relate to the idea of liquid modernity coined by Zygmunt 

Bauman). A fuga is a fugue, too, a musical composition 

based on the laws of counterpoint and the repetition of a 

short subject or theme in different voices and pitches. And 

finally, a punto de fuga is a non-existent point, located at 

infinity, in which the projections of parallel straight lines 

running in a given direction in space converge.
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Raimundas Malašauskas

If writing is liquid in liquid, what does the writing desk look like? (A nomad text) — Raimundas Malašauskas

And who was the very first American ever to visit Venice? Or 
how long did it take for the Brits to find out they were living 
on an island? And why is Galapagos the only island associated 
with the name of a syndrome? Islands are everywhere – in 
rooms, in metaphors, in silences. For example, recently I 
lived on ‘Grand Island’ street in a European capital; and two 
projects I’ve embarked on were situated on three islands: 
curating the Cyprus pavilion at the Venice Biennale and 
sailing to Ilha de Presidio in Guanabara Bay. Perhaps since 
entering the art world my life has undergone a continual 
islandisation: embracing a gradual autonomy of practice 
(in relation to other types of work in society), drawing on 
the celebration of the independent self and becoming more 
and more social. More sociable than society itself, as Boris 
Groys put it somewhere. The people who would understand 
it best lived on even more distant islands, floating like micro 
domains of isolation within the familiar. One could say that 
a sense of an island does not come as a difference, but as 
an exploration of a mere condition of the everyday. 

And at the same time, islands have never been about separation. 
One does not need islands to maintain separation: separation 
is produced on the shore. 

Lately I’ve been fascinated by cookery recipes that could 
change as you start to eat. Eating and tasting changes the 
recipe. I start off with a roast and as I eat I feel it would be 
better as a soup. I turn it into a soup. Or … as a conversation. 
I call friends. They bring something else: a vegetable or a 
spice, or a record. Adam Kleinman brought a bottle found in 
the sea and we kept reading and rereading Fernanda Laguna’s 
love letter found inside.

I remember a leaf I’ve kept in a Poe book of Edgar Allan stories 
without remembering where the leaf was from, but yesterday 
I found a note in my notes about where it came from: a soup 
in a Vietnamese restaurant in Melbourne. But I cannot find 
the leaf in the book anymore. Yet the development chain 
of ferns is epic: chains and sleeves and leaves and sheets.

When I arrived today where I have arrived at, which is today, 
I began to wonder when this today is. It felt like a possibility 

of time without years and dates, intercut with folds, ruptures, 
slides and gaps. In the newspaper without dates a philosopher 
is claiming that Fukuyama’s ‘end of history’ has died twice 
already. And so many other times. ‘Is this going to be a time 
that will allow us to inhabit and experience multiple times 
more than we could ever have done before?’ I wondered. A 
moment when we will be shifting and floating in unfinished 
micro dimensions which all have their own rhythm, direction 
and frequency. Starting things from the beginning again, over 
and over again, without falling into a despair of repetition 
and succumbing to the inescapability of continuation.

While I was having an espresso I left half of the coffee on the 
table and went to the bathroom. There’s always a possibility 
that your cup of coffee might be gone when you come back 
from the bathroom. But this time the whole table was gone; 
it was waiting for me on the other side of the room with the 
same half cup of coffee untouched. Suddenly I could see 
the interior of the café from another perspective and enjoy 
a new set of neighbours. 

It was the same day that we came back from the island. The 
same boat that brought us to the island brought us back to 
the mainland. Adam Kleinman was talking about Theseus’s 
boat that interrogated the identity of the boat: was it indeed 
the same one? Adam was not on the boat, though, he was 
fishing in the Bosphorus. When we disembarked I walked 
towards the bar. Kyle Hall was celebrating his own Boat 
Party in the company of melted techno-beats. Hydrophilic 
edginess crammed the bridge and aqua-fiction fans were 
shaking their vapour-heads to Drexciyan power. Someone 
mentioned a dead dog that Adam supposedly saw on the 
island. I didn’t. But what I did see was an island inside the 
bottle. Meticulously crafted, of a light porous substance, 
it was floating inside the container like an empty vessel. 
Precisely that: an island run as an empty vessel that carried 
its container, Fernanda Laguna’s letter, the bar, the voyage, 
the boat and the dog, the other meanings and the company 
in one porous sequence across disparate waves.

There is a slim chance you may find a bottle. Bring it to the 
dinner and its mission will be initiated.
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Nomadism

The desire and the decision not to have 
a permanent exhibition venue has led
Cal Cego to organise different activities 
and collaborations with institutions such 
as Loop (presenting Perejaume’s Teló 
seguit at the Teatre Romea in 2010, and 
taking part in the collective Video Régimen 
at the Museo Lázaro Galdiano in Madrid 
in 2015 and screening The Frustrated 
Journey at Ca la Maria, Barcelona, in 2016) 
as well as the Reacción en Cadena video 
programme at the Museo Nacional Centro 
de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid, in 2010, or 
the LiteARTura sessions, among others.
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Nomadism
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David G. Torres

From the glass of absinthe to the twit. Or, to know is to connect — David G. Torres

‘But didn’t we arrange to meet an hour ago?’

‘I’ve been waiting for you for over half an hour!’

‘How late he is!’

‘Where can she be?’

‘Show me the way.’

‘Here are the directions to get there.’

‘I haven’t got the address and I don’t remember where it is.’

‘I don’t know where I read it.’

‘How do you spell Schopenhauer?’

‘Was it Albert or Arthur?’

‘With or without an H?’

‘How old was he when he died?’

These are questions and comments from another age, from 
the twentieth century; at any rate, they no longer have a place 
in the twenty-first century. SMS, WhatsApp and Messenger 
have done away with the wait. Some of these applications 
even have default ‘running 5 minutes late’ messages. Nobody 
hangs around for half an hour for you anymore, because at 
the first sign of a hold-up you’ll have let them know with a call 
or a message if you’re coming or not. If it’s by text message, 
you’ll make it clear whether you’re still on the subway, you 
haven’t left work yet or you’re in a different bar. Similarly, 
no one gets lost or needs precise directions to reach their 
destination: all that’s required is a link to the geolocation 
via WhatsApp. GPS and your phone’s wireless connection 
will guide you through unfamiliar cities and places with no 
need of maps, A-to-Zs or directions. If you’ve forgotten the 
name of the restaurant or wherever it is you’re going to, 
your search history will supply it. Or you can check it by 
typing the name in a web browser. You don’t even have to 
worry about spelling the name you’re looking for properly, 
because the programme corrects you. So you don’t need to 
remember exactly how Showpenhour is written or what his 
first name was, where he lived or for how long, because the 
information is online: Arthur Schopenhauer (Danzig, present-
day Gdansk, Poland, 1788 – Frankfurt, Germany, 1860). By 
the way, Gdansk was known as Danzig up until 1945…

We have come to accept that the 21st century began with 
the attacks on the Twin Towers in 2001, in such a way as 
would make it seem that what is shaping our century is 
the emergence of a global terrorism that has triggered a 
political polarisation based on populism. However, over and 
above the security controls affecting travel, our lives have 
been profoundly impacted by the technology associated 
with the Internet and mobile phones. First of all, globalised 
terrorism, regardless of its effects, is a symptom of how 
technology conditions our ways of life: Googling to find out 
how to make a bomb, buying the components on Amazon, 
checking departure times and booking tickets online and 
getting a cell phone is a world away from the infrastructure 
required by the terrorist groups that appeared on the scene 
in the 1970s. Secondly, the polarisation of traditional party 
politics that uses terrorism as an excuse to engender fear as 
an exercise in oppression increasingly isolates the political 
parties and the political class from the ordinary citizens, 
armed with mobiles, interconnected and informed, who 
share that information and that knowledge.

In effect, the transition from the twentieth century to the 
twenty-first has been marked by a technological revolution 
that profoundly affects the ways in which we interact daily, 
institute ourselves as political subjects and access information. 
In fact, we could plausibly draw a comparison between the 
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transition to the present century and the previous turn of 
the century. The distance between the events of the Paris 
Commune of 1871, when the population of the French capital 
organised, took up arms and entrenched themselves behind 
the barricades, and the start of World War I in 1914 marks 
the passage from one century to another. It is a transition 
characterised by the ideological. The population of Paris was 
overwhelmed and butchered by the monarchist troops: the 
destructive gesture prompted by Courbet’s proposal that 
the Vendôme Column, that symbol of absolutist power, be 
dismantled, was repaid with 50,000 executions two months 
later when the Communards were crushed. The failure of 
that attempt at self-governance, in which it is worth recalling 
that for the first time the intellectuals were ideologically 
committed and played an active part, hangs like a pall over 
the whole century. The First World War set the beginning of 
the century on its course of ideological change and dismissal 
of a possible utopian horizon. Once again, in the wake of the 
commune, artists, intellectuals and culture took up position 
and marked the extent of the failure. The artists and poets 
involved in the Russian Revolution, for whom art was a tool 
with which to transform the world, duly came up against the 
Stalinist conception of culture as a vehicle of propaganda. 
Meanwhile, the Dadaists in Zurich saw continuance of the 
destruction inaugurated by Courbet’s gesture towards the 
Vendôme Column as the only solution. It is interesting to 
note how Dada allied destruction and technology. In fact, this 
alliance can be traced back to the Futurists and Marinetti’s 
assertion in the Manifesto of Futurism that the bonnet of 
a racing car is more beautiful than the Winged Victory of 
Samothrace, while at the same time calling for the demolition 
of the museums. Destruction of the past and exaltation of the 
future as represented by technology. The transition from the 
nineteenth century was ideological but it was also technological, 
and profoundly affected ways of living, relating and knowing. 
Distances were shortened: a key witness here is Picabia, 
touring France by car, throwing himself into his passion for 
speed and equating the nude with a piston, accompanied 
by his friend Duchamp, who reproduced sexual desire in 
new machines. Duchamp the artist of ideas and knowledge.

Destruction, technology, machines and knowledge form the 
vertices that articulate the last change of century. Similarly, 
the technological change of our contemporaneity affects 
our ways of life and, inevitably, our forms of knowledge.

If nobody waits, if no one is late, if nobody needs directions, 
no one needs to have recourse to memory. The portable 
memory that is the mobile, the tablet or the computer has 
profoundly modified the way in which knowledge is transmitted: 
in other words, it has directly affected approaches to teaching, 
especially in the field of the arts and culture. If it’s only fifteen 

years or so since the fundamental difference between Art 
History students and Fine Arts students was that the former 
didn’t raise their heads because they were frantically writing 
down every word and squirrelling away as much information 
as possible while the latter were scrutinising the teacher 
and trying to unpack and assess the logic of her thinking, 
nowadays they are all looking at their computer, tablet or 
telephone and at the teacher. The classroom has ceased to 
be the place from which concrete knowledge emanates. 
In fact, the students are constantly ready to correct any 
information that comes from the space of the teacher. The 
entire life and work of the most complex, hard-to-spell writer 
(Schopenhauer) is just a click away. If no one waits any more, 
if nobody is late and if no one gets lost, the class is not the 
same space that it used to be.

First effect of the relationship between technology and 
knowledge in the learning context: the authority of the 
teacher based on the power of cumulative encyclopaedic 
knowledge is devalued, undermined or at least called into 
question. The class is then a common, shared space in which 
knowledge is something that is accessed and generated in 
and by the community. As such, it is no longer associated with 
a centre of power. In other words: knowledge is produced 
in a communitarian way and this displaces the idea of the 
teacher as authority. Once again technology and destruction 
of authority seem to be paired.

Some of the pedagogical experiments in contemporary art 
practices, even before the explosion of technology, were already 
working on the questioning of the hierarchy of knowledge 
and the trying out of communitarian forms for its production: 
The Mountain School of Arts, founded in 2005 by artists Piero 
Golia and Eric Wesley in the Mountain Bar in Chinatown in 
Los Angeles, started out as a table around which to meet 
and chat; the SOMA project in Mexico City, which is based 
on collective work, dialogue and collaboration, is conceived 
not so much as a school but rather as a meeting place; in 
Barcelona, the courses and seminars of A*DESK also posited 
non-pyramidal spaces, to the extent that in a seminar given 
by Eloy Fernández Porta the traditional class hierarchy was 
effectively turned upside down when the people taking part 
were placed in such a way that the seminar director was in a 
position of inferiority, and the IL3 Master in Contemporary 
Art, both in its regular on-line components and in the face-to-
face sessions, is based on communication and conversation 
as a learning method.

The fact is, though, that experiments of this kind, which seek 
to socialise knowledge, merely reproduce institutionally or 
introduce into the art educational institution referents from the 
contemporary art tradition, like Joseph Beuys with his open 

discussion and open democracy sessions at Documenta V; 
beyond that they are exercises that reinforce the awareness 
that creation and knowledge take place in shared spaces: it 
may be a mob deciding to destroy what is represented by the 
centre of authoritarian power, a cabaret, a table or a glass of 
absinthe … in his sculpture of the glass of absinthe Picasso, 
always so intuitive, summarised the bar and the shared table 
as a space in which discussion and community arise, bearing 
witness to friendship and conversation as fundamentals of 
the avant-gardes.

But there is yet another effect of the relation between 
technology and knowledge in the context of learning: if 
knowledge is no longer cumulative or encyclopaedic, what 
is it? In a connected world, with direct access to an almost 
infinite store of information, where knowledge occurs is 
precisely in the connections, in the links that we draw 
between different elements. And there once again we find 
allied the elements of creation, destruction, knowledge 
and community anchored in the origin of contemporary art 
practices: the convulsive beauty hailed by the Surrealists 
through the quotation of and reference to Lautréamont and 
his celebration of the chance meeting on a dissecting table of 
a sewing machine and an umbrella as a place where beauty 
is produced impinges on the engendering of beauty in the 
connection; the Duchampian readymade as the encounter 

between, for example, a bicycle wheel and a stool, or the 
iconoclastic act of painting a moustache on the Mona Lisa 
and declaring that she has a hot arse (L.H.O.O.Q. or ‘Elle a 
chaud au cul’) all affirm once again that the sense arises from 
the connection between dissimilar objects. The procedure 
for making a Dada poem, basically by cutting out words 
from a newspaper and stringing them together at random, 
which William Burroughs adopted as the basis of his cut-up 
technique, linking excerpts from pre-existing texts, insists 
that creation, the creating of connections, is within reach 
of us all; the Situationist dérive, with its injunction to go out 
into the street and let yourself be borne along with no prior 
plan, implies putting the emphasis on the search.

In fact, the Situationist dérive and its letting go, strolling 
without a previous plan, connecting sundry events almost 
at random, is part of our daily life and of how we relate to 
technology. Basically we devote our time on the Internet to 
procrastinating. In light of the instructions for making a poem 
Dada, procrastination seems to fulfil the desire expressed 
by Joseph Beuys that every human being is an artist. We 
are all creative in so far as we spend our time on the web 
procrastinating, that is to say, wandering, enjoying browsing 
between contents, letting ourselves drift in a pleasurable dérive 
rich in discoveries, in knowledge, which from Schopenhauer 
leads us to Gdansk, which used to be Danzig…

From the glass of absinthe to the twit. Or, to know is to connect — David G. Torres
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The Màster en Art Actual 
(since 2017, Master in 
Contemporary Art) degree, 
promoted by Cal Cego 
jointly with IL3 (University 
of Barcelona), was launched 
in 2006. This is an online 
Master’s course, directed by 
David G. Torres and Ester 
Prat, with teachers who are 
actively involved in the art 
scene, and with group trips 
which play a crucial part 
in fostering a shared sense 
of community. To date, our 
Master’s groups have visited 
China (2009), Berlin (2010), 
Miami (2011), Madrid, 
Brussels, Venice (2011 
and 2014) London (2013), 
Warsaw (2014) and Valencia 
(2017), among other places.

Knowledge
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David Armengol 

Pushing back chairs, breaking a tie between towers — David Armengol 

My main concern and pleasure as a curator lies in the intensity 
of my relations with the artists. I have always thought that the 
artist-curator binomial is based on a relationship of positive 
dependence between the two, of mutual benefit and shared 
responsibility. A collaborative and supportive process that 
brings with it an experience of proximity in which, in the 
best of cases, the artistic and the curatorial nurture one 
another in an all but inseparable manner. I imagine that 
the same thing happens between the other agents that are 
part of the art complex: gallerists, institutions, independent 
spaces, even collectors … If all goes well, the collaboration 
between complementary positions directly related to the 
artist’s condition affords us experiences that are gratifying 
for both of us.

In my case, leaving the theoretical level to one side, I have 
devoted a considerable amount of time to seeking the best 
way to define curatorial practice on the basis of that intense 
relationship with the artists. I have run numerous workshops 
on curating, in each of which I have sought to establish 
some conceptual simile that would allow me to clarify the 
power of this pair of terms, and in this endeavour I have 
looked for examples outside the realm of contemporary art. 
I remember that at times I would be projecting a slide of a 
rhinoceros and the little bird that typically rides around on 
its back, and I would start the workshop by talking about 
the symbiosis between two different species that benefit 
each other in their vital development. Though it might seem 
that in this case the artist would be the rhinoceros, and the 
curator the bird that feeds on its parasites, I argued for a 
rapport in which the artist and the curator would naturally 
exchange roles. In this way, each could go from rhinoceros 
to bird, and vice versa, according to the specific moment of 
the process. In an exhibition project, for example, the formal 
organisation of the room tends to present the artist as a 
rhinoceros and the curator as a bird; on the other hand, in 
the curatorial text the curator might emerge as a rhinoceros 
while the artist was seen as a bird.

A little later I was fascinated by the conversations between 
Marco Polo and Kublai Khan, emperor of Mongolia and China 
in the thirteenth century, which Italo Calvino deployed as 
preambles to each of the nine chapters of his book Invisible 
Cities, first published in 1972. In these prologues, Marco Polo 
conjures up for the emperor the greatness and uniqueness of 
the cities of his vast empire, and there is one that struck me 
as especially relevant when it comes to speaking about art. 
Marco Polo is describing a bridge, stone by stone. Impatient, 
Kublai Khan asks him to get to the point and tell him which 
stone it is that holds up the bridge. The Venetian traveller 
then explains that the bridge is not supported by any one 
stone, but by the line of the arch formed by all of them, to 

which the emperor replies, ‘Why do you speak to me of the 
stones? It is only the arch that matters to me.’ ‘Without stones 
there is no arch,’ Marco Polo answers. Without stones there 
is no arch; without artists there is no art, without art there 
are no curators, no galleries and no collectors.

However, the most precisely applicable example of how I 
like to think of the collaboration between artist and curator 
was given to me, one day in 2015, by an artist I was working 
with. Pere Llobera told me about Café Müller (1978), a dance 
show by Pina Bausch that I had not seen at the time. ‘You 
curators are like the character that pushes back the chairs 
in Café Müller so that the dancers can move around the 
space,’ he said to me. When I saw the work on video, I 
perfectly understood what he was referring to. The Café 
Müller set consists of a kind of deserted bar full of tables 
and chairs. Although the real weight of the choreography is 
concentrated in the movement of several characters—one 
of whom is Pina Bausch herself—there is a secondary figure 
who is responsible for making space on the stage by moving 
the furniture. As Pere so perceptively pointed out, that figure 
is the curator; someone who facilitates yet is also someone 
who is ultimately an active part of the story; in other words, 
someone who is not executing but is creating, albeit at a 
different level of visibility. Since then, the curatorial courses 
I have given always start with an excerpt from Café Müller.

That said, I would like to illustrate this collaborative relationship 
with two personal examples, which, for a number of reasons, 
have a significant place in my career as a curator. Both of 
them help me to explain what curatorial practice is for me. 
The first has to do with a lengthy process of work with 
Fermín Jiménez Landa as part of the season entitled Euphoria. 
Cases of Extreme Optimism, which I curated at CaixaForum 
Barcelona in 2007 and 2008. The second concerns a strange 
and wonderful request that Rafel G. Bianchi made me in 2010. 

Actos Oficiales [Official Events] was the title of the individual 
exhibition by Fermín Jiménez Landa that closed Euphoria. 
The project consisted of a series of actions which called into 
crisis the notion of the official by means of dysfunctional 
and pointless exercises (powering lights with the energy 
from the motor of a kebab spit, filling in holes and cracks 
in the street furniture with whipped cream …). Of all these 
exercises, one kept thwarting us. Fermín had told me a curious 
story concerning the city of Lucca, in Tuscany, during the 
Renaissance. At the end of the fourteenth century, there 
were two towers of equal height—44 metres—in the city. 
In order to break the tie, and as a symbol of power, the 
Guinigi family decided to plant some trees on the top of 
their tower. Fermín’s idea was to update this story by tie-
breaking the two tallest buildings in Barcelona: the Hotel 
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Arts and the Torre Mapfre in the Olympic Village, each 154 
metres high. He proposed to do this with a plastic Christmas 
tree. For bureaucratic reasons, obtaining permission proved 
complicated. After repeated requests and rejections, and 
just when it seemed that the project was dead, we were 
granted access to the Torre Mapfre heliport to make a simple 
photograph. For me, this process went far beyond the usual 
bounds of a curatorial project. We had to lie, shoot with 
a hidden video camera and pretend we wanted to take a 
promotional photo of Barcelona from the air. We took the 
tree there in my car, and went up to the fortieth floor of the 
tower in a lift accompanied by members of the company’s 
security personnel. Meanwhile, several people were filming 
from strategic points around the city. For about 15 minutes, 
the plastic spruce made the Torre Mapfre 155.5 metres high. 
I remember that day—and that exhibition—as one of the 
highlights of my profession life.

The second example consisted of an unusual piece of work. 
Towards the end of 2010, Rafel G. Bianchi was preparing 
a solo exhibition for his gallery, Nogueras Blanchard. He 
had discovered a 1948 publication entitled Quién soy yo. 
Autoanálisis de inclinaciones y aptitudes [Who I Am. Self-
analysis of inclinations and aptitudes], a book of popular 
psychology based on test questions and practical tasks to 
do with aspects of personal identity. Primarily interested in a 
parodic approach to his condition as an artist, Rafel decided 
to carry out all the exercises to the letter, in order to see what 
kind of results he got. The answers were at the back of the 

book, so to remove the temptation to cheat, he asked me 
to go through the whole process with him. The book was in 
four parts: Intelligence, Skills and Talents, Personality and 
Professional Abilities. This meant that I was to act as a kind 
of notary, checking how long he spent on each section and 
ensuring his rigorous compliance with the guidelines set forth 
in the book. Over the weekend of the 4th and 5th of December 
2010 we worked intensely on the thirty exercises. Bored with 
the limitations of my role as notary, and having caught the bug 
of the technical-pedagogical style of the text, as I laboriously 
corrected his tests I started to draw up a series of diagnoses. 
Rafel liked these a great deal, and they ended up becoming 
part of the publication accompanying his exhibition. On this 
occasion our process of collaboration gave rise to something 
unexpected: a text that had no pretensions in that direction, 
a simple amusement that ended up becoming an integral 
part of the project. Years later we still joke about the fact 
that it diagnosed the artist as having a low level of creativity 
and a great capacity for imitation and mimicry. He also had 
a great aptitude for marriage.

Anecdotes aside, these two examples allow me to bear witness 
to the positive interdependence that subsists between the 
position of the artist and that of the curator in working in art. 
In Tie-breaking the Towers I was the curator of the project, 
and in Who I Am I was just someone helping a friend, but in 
both cases I found myself moving the furniture around. And 
that is what those of us that have decided to accompany 
the artists do.

Collaborate

The fact that Cal Cego does not have a fixed base does not mean that 
the works cannot be seen. As well as their presence on our website, 
artworks from the collection are continually going out on loan to 
temporary exhibitions. These have included: Javier Codesal: Inside and 
Outside Us (Virreina, Barcelona, 2009); Hans-Peter Feldmann (Museo 
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid, 2011); Ciudad total (IVAM, 
Valencia, 2012); Voyeurism, Fetishism and Narcissism (MACBA, 2013); 
Economics in Art (MOCAK Museum of Contemporary Art, Cracow, 
2013); Ignasi Aballí sin principio / sin final (MNCARS, Madrid, 2015-
2016); Gestos mínims d’incidència màxima (Vic, 2016); Perdidos en la 
ciudad (IVAM, Valencia, 2016-2017); El relat d’una exposició (MAC, 
Mataró, 2017) and Tempo líquido (Arquipélago, Açores, 2017).
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Martí Manen

An idea of process — Martí Manen

Contemporaneity and the idea of historical moment, artistic 
work and a desire to move in a field of possibilities in option 
of change. Here we go.

The questioning of history as a discipline and as a narrative has 
led to the emergence of critical approaches with the capacity 
to analyse the times. What is it that defines a situation as in 
some sense historical, what generational relationship exists 
with the construction of history, what political positioning is 
involved in the writing of history, and with its omissions, its 
slips and its relationship with power? Who writes history? 
From what position is history written? With what language 
is history written? How is history gathered?

To think history, and the construction of history, from 
contemporary art; to accept and believe that it is probably 
in art that we find one of the most valid systems with which 
to maintain indefinition as a field of work and as an image 
of poetic representation of the times. And yes, we are in 
quicksand here: we are immersed in a political and social 
situation in which it is ever more difficult to anticipate the 
next step. How can we posit a future? How can we ensure a 
past? How can we be conscious of living the present when we 
no longer know when we jump to this constant continuum? 
Paradoxically, doubt is where we can construct from. And 
construct in other ways. Construct and destroy, as if they were 
synonymous, as if they were almost the same concept, as if 
there were no difference and we had to think again—from 
here—what it is that we are looking for, in what context, 
what situation, what modes of action we adopt. And from 
indefinition, from an acceptance that there is no option for 
security, stability, control and a unique result. Indefinite times 
for languages outside of closed structures. We can go back 
to art, if we ever strayed away from it. To always go back, to 
go back to revise, to revisit, for it to happen again.

Art and the artistic modes are very often far removed from 
a desire for closure. It is in the process, it is in the research 
that something can appear and hold itself open as a latent 
possibility. And without the need for anticipation, accepting 
that in the collateral there may come a surprise, there may 
come about that we may come to perceive as a historical 
moment. Thinking of historical moments but of another history. 
The historical moments that remain in a memory constructed 
out of fragments of collectivity. Historical moments that can 
be repeated like a mantra, like a litany. Moments to make 
versions of, from new angles. Supposedly trivial situations that 
will nevertheless transcend their temporal enclave to relate 
to thousands of other temporal enclaves, to be re-activated, 
to enter into asynchronous dialogues that can allow us to 
grow, to learn, and to be. John Cage, and that silence of his 
and ours that is full of sounds. Francis Alÿs, now dragging 

a block of melting ice through a hot city, now with a group 
of people moving a mountain. Wilfredo Prieto, generating 
a second of horizon with a line of red light. Francesc Ruiz, 
dismantling the idea of the kiosk to generate an unexpected 
universe of relationships. Christine Borland, directing the 
gaze to a wrong place with an action that is also wrong: 
smashed watermelons, narrative situations after the explosion. 
Moments that are born of sequences of work, of processes of 
fluctuating intensity. Moments that permit pauses, that force 
us to rethink, to revise, to look again. And here art, here the 
possibilities of shooting in the direction of other places, other 
futures, other grammars. Moments that explode inwards, 
which show and demonstrate an infinite number of layers 
and situations. Moments that are microcosms, universes, 
a totality. Those moments with an emotional charge, which 
is precisely what enables them to become part of another 
temporal development, that in which these same moments 
linger on and serve to define what we are. Remembering 
these moments, looking for systems to enable them to endure 
and to weave a construction of world we want to be open. 
Accepting these moments as our own, as shared.

Indefinition in art, and its concordance with speed, allows us 
not to close on a result, while also embracing the paradox that 
results exist and are desirable. Results that are moments in 
the plural; that are drifting situations. Sequences of moments. 
And always from desire, always from a doubt both in the 
forms and in the essence. It is in the voicing of questions that 
we set about defining; it is in the possibility of the question 
that art is configured as a time in which to grow, in which 
to construct, in which to write. That spectrum that opens 
up from curiosity to generosity, that desire to recognise, to 
know and to discover through other forms, and also through 
dismantling, unknowing and terminating. Journeys in time that 
permit other systems of observation. A building in Mexico City 
that is fixed as a moment loaded with political and economic 
content thanks to a photograph by Santiago Sierra. In a 
different place, and at various moments, an unremarkable 
photograph in a newspaper that comes to be a question 
about the idea of image as such once Thomas Ruff presents 
it out of context so that it becomes, once again, precisely, 
a photograph. Fixing moments by means of the gaze, fixing 
items that let the moment come to be historic(al). Images 
and objects that are time, that imply a process of work in 
which a significant part of their definition consists. Images 
and objects that shoot at other moments, which afford a 
continuity beyond the here and now.

And all to arrive at something like understanding with regard 
to a possibility of change. All to offer and share tools for world 
construction, to say nothing of destruction. All to embrace 
the poetics of indefinition and, also, of defencelessness. Not 
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closing so as not to be closed. Opening up so as to be able 
to go on, to continue, to share. Working from the processual 
entails a desire for time, a desire to test things out that also 
accepts error, the failure, the need for mistakes. Work in process 
involves an enormous number of looks, trials, positions and 
situations. It implies a corpus of objects, of works, of smells 
and relationships, a sum of memories and recollections, of 
shared phrases and of options not to be sneered at. Wolfgang 
Tillmans looking out of the window in order to focus precisely 
on the window itself, on all those elements that make up a 
microcosm. Changing focus, observing the detail. Having 
the time to take in the detail, to give it the necessary weight 
so that that detail, that gesture, that look can come to be a 
moment to share, something that lets us go on, lets us be 
Tillmans too. Nan Goldin with another blind window, with 
Christine on the train. Not now a courtyard but a context in 
movement. But here we are and the action is on our side, it 

is ours, the action is neither distant nor outside. The action 
is getting closer all the time and may simply be a waiting. 
Like emotion, like loss, like those colours and temperatures 
that we will preserve and share so that they do not get lost, 
so that they do not disappear. The double gaze of Wolfgang 
Tillmans and Nan Goldin, being constantly in process, open 
to the details and their importance, jumping from the minute 
to the infinite. Being always attentive, always open, always 
ready for we don’t know exactly what. Being in process 
so that nothing should be lost in oblivion from a want of 
attention. And ‘attention’ is a loaded word; it is a word that 
indicates both a danger and a will to care.

Contemporaneity and the idea of historical moment, artistic 
work and a desire to move in a field of possibilities in option 
of change. Here we go. Again. One more time. As many 
times as may be necessary.

Our rapport with the artists has led 
us to participate in and promote the 
production of new work, notably in 
the case of Javier Codesal’s Viaje 
de novios (2004-2007), a film set in 
different landscapes and cultures, 
which follows a couple of lovers on 
their honeymoon, to the end of the 
trip, and The Frustrated Journey 
(2015) of Enric Farrés-Duran, an art 
project in which the artist and the 
collector embarked on an adventure 
on the open sea, in a bid to recreate 
the historic voyage to France and 
back undertaken by the writer 
Josep Pla and his friend Hermós.

Process
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I wrote one of my first texts of, let’s say, reflection for a 
catalogue in 1990. It was called ‘Intermediate Generation’ and 
I prefaced it with a quote from Umberto Eco, to the effect that 
a hundred years ago history rode a bicycle, but nowadays it 
drives a car. The text that followed went on to engage with, 
among other things, the theme of the generational question in 
art and the view of this as a cultural phenomenon subjected to 
a series of transformations that were systematically opposed 
by those in established positions and by ideas rooted in the 
deepest recesses of public opinion. Consequently, the text 
brought out the struggle between those who want to get 
into art and those who seem to be determined to bar the 
door against them.

Although it seems to me now that back then I didn’t really 
appreciate what Eco was saying, the quote helped me to 
understand two evident truisms: that history advances—
and with it the way in which we apprehend life—and that 
speed is one of the symptoms likely to create differences. 
In every area of our lives. It follows that if speed is linked 
not only to progress and the future but also to haste, to the 
need to occupy a place, to the desire to be there, and so 
on, it is also a concept that, when we apply it to our way of 
understanding the world, can be seen to slow down with 
time favouring the emergence of other concepts linked to the 
act of digesting rather than to the urge to keep on gulping 
almost to the point of vomiting. So what may at first seem 
to represent an advance is soon seen to be balanced out 
by having to make allowance for needs that are constantly 
changing.

Being so much a part of that time in our lives in which it is 
difficult to relativise because one is still a long way short of 
the necessary distance, speed implicitly carries in its DNA a 
considerable sum of unawareness, courage, lack of prejudice, 
daring, ardour, boldness, absence of qualms and so on. A 
kind of freedom that, combined with a passionate desire to 
live, lets air into the lungs of a community, thus guaranteeing 
the survival of the structure that sustains it. This being so, if 
toxic gases are to be prevented from tainting the atmosphere 
and blighting the lives of those who breathe it, there is a 
need for the action of currents to move it around every so 
often. And this is something that tends to happen when it 
rains or a strong wind blows. Once again, then, and applying 
this phenomenon to the realm of life, we can say that here 
too it is the action of currents that guarantees the health 
of the community we all of us create. And this is something 
that tends to happen when premises and problems related 
to historical, social, political and cultural conjunctures are 
discussed and debated between people who do not have 
to accept the tacit agreements of the community to which 
they wish to attach themselves and the members of that 

community, who are willing to give up the comfort zone 
represented by experience.

Given that policies of representation are constructed from 
multiple horizons and from dialogues with a society that attaches 
great importance both to information and to exchanges, 
it is necessary to ask (ourselves) in a systematically way 
about the form in which life stories are constructed and 
narrated. And it is this question, from the realm of art, that 
is formulated by the artists whenever, with their appearance 
on the scene, they stir up the air we all breathe.

At this point I think it best to put metaphors aside and start 
to get to the point. And I would like to begin by saying that 
if in that text entitled ‘Intermediate Generation’ a certain 
reflection on a generational question could be intuited, it 
was because I felt that my arrival in the art circuit (I’m sorry 
for the vagueness of this concept) took place between what 
was blessed by an earlier generation and one that was to 
come—a generation that, at that point in time, was nothing 
more than an aspiration I hardly wish to reveal.

Although it scarcely needs saying, I would like to make it 
clear that the future, for me, is what the present makes its 
own and prevents the past from consigning to its storerooms. 
In other words, from within the framework of a changing 
society and without time for (all of) us to advance in the 
same direction, the future, as I see it, is what stirs up the 
present while engaging in dialogue with a past that has not 
yet been swallowed up.

The fact that what is emerging in art should systematically 
and naturally rock the foundations of the established, raising 
doubts and posing unpredictable questions, reflections and 
proposals, seems to me to have more to do with the need 
to bring hidebound perspectives of concept and form up 
to date than with a need to eradicate the premises of an 
artistic practice that history will be sure to consign to its 
proper place. Consequently, if appeal is made to what is 
emerging in art at a time when the boundaries between 
generations are increasingly blurred, their contours less 
clear, while superpositions, dissolutions and ambiguities 
abound, I do not think this is due to the need to expel 
what history surely will but rather to the need to keep 
alive the flame of the inexplicable from the perspective 
of contemporaneity.

Having arrived in the art circuit with the sensation of being 
in the way, slightly out of place and all but ignored by the 
reflections of those who staked out the territory from the 
realms of thought, criticism or curating, it is not difficult to 
find allies among those that, from a still dismembered artistic 
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practice, have the same sensation, who feel equally out of 
place and eager to avoid the idiosyncrasy of an artistic coterie 
to which access is always granted on the grounds of being 
an emerging talent. But no one tends to linger long in this 
state of grace in which everything seems to be permitted, 
because all too soon some newcomer comes knocking at 
the door in a great hurry to enter.

Unless it happens that, during what we might call the trial 
period, the freshness of youth has been offered up through 
the contribution to the sphere of art of sufficiently stimulating 
perspectives, proposals or considerations—not enough to 
kill a father who takes not the slightest interest in you but 
at least sufficient to engage in conversation with him about 
shared problems of the most general nature, isolated from the 
conditions of the time and demonstrating all the responsibility 
implicit in the exercise of a profession in which little leeway 
is allowed to those that have ceased to be emerging—what 
usually happens to those unable to cross the fragile line of 
experimentation is that they get left out of the spotlight 
and, unless some miracle occurs, start to find themselves 
among the forgotten. The fact is that facing up to the natural 
selection of species requires—even in the vagueness of the 
art world—not so much boldness and self-confidence, but 
ideas and, above all, something to say.

Of course it is not always so clear, and there are always 
nuances that soften everything, but the truth is that if the 
new in art comes from those that enter from below, from 
the rank and file, contributing what is asked of them rather 
than blowing it sky high without further ado, it is only to 
be expected that those who have been ensconced there 
for some time should accept the advent of the new rather 
than entering into rivalry with it and with a desire to share 

what will guarantee its survival with the necessary serenity 
and aplomb.

Remaining in the art system after passing through the emergent 
stage, and observing the influx of wave after wave of new 
agents—artists, critics, curators, managers and so on—with 
the energy and resolve that time erodes as needs, desires and 
goals all change, is more than difficult; it bears witness—from 
the resistance professed by those who have not yet been 
crushed by bad reviews, by an unsuccessful exhibition, by 
the awkward gaffe of not being up to the mark, a market 
conspiracy or even by a personal decision—to a strength of 
conviction that not everyone is given credit for while they 
still possess it. It is all too common, unfortunately, for such 
recognition (of the feat) of holding out during the period that 
stretches from the end of the emergent stage to the onset 
of pre-death—in other words, the average career—to be 
afforded only rarely, and in most cases by members of the 
circle of friends/contacts who, with tenacity, vision of future, 
avidity of agenda and sundry strategies have succeeded in 
steering clear of the trends, fashions, next new things, triumphs 
and demands of a market to which we all make our modest 
contribution. Because, whether we like it or not, we are all 
responsible for what, jointly and severally, we all create.

That said, if we go into details, not everything is so grim. The 
art world—like any other professional sphere—is governed 
by consensus, by rules that everyone must learn to bend—or 
abide by or challenge or dismiss—if they are to continue to 
practise the profession as they choose to. Not everything 
new is awesome, nor is all that already exists old hat. In 
art, too, there is a little of everything. And the greatness of 
its indestructibility is rooted in the ability to be clear about 
where we are, what we have to contribute, and how and why.

Iceberg. The Invisible Reality is the Cal Cego collection’s most ambitious exhibition 
made to date. Curated by Montse Badia, it was on show at the Fundació Godia in 
Barcelona from November 2013 until May 2014.

The works of artists from different contexts and generations: Ignasi Aballí, 
Christine Borland, Javier Codesal, Tacita Dean, Stan Douglas, Lucio Fontana, Dora 
García, Douglas Gordon, Rodney Graham, Juan van der Hamen, Pierre Huyghe, 
Andreas M. Kaufmann, Santiago Sierra, Wolfgang Tillmans and Jeff Wall invite 
us to question our present, construct stories and bring mechanisms to light. They 
reveal the process by which the image (the image of what we understand as 
‘reality’) is created, produced, distributed, perceived and read. They make it clear 
that things are not what they seem and that we will start to really understand 
when we accept that we cannot take the world at face value and concern 
ourselves only with that small part of the iceberg that appears on the surface.

Intergenerational
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Since receiving the invitation to write for Cal Cego—a 
collection on the move, in use—the following stories and 
words have been coming up, coming back, insisting, so I’m 
sharing them here. These words and stories also trace a part 
of my trajectory: here, elsewhere, with or without objects, 
but always in a network. An object is not alone; like us, it 
exists in its relations. An art object is such to the extent that 
it is said, cared for, described, surrounded, valued as such. 
It passes from hand to hand. Working beyond hierarchies 
and categories leads me to look and see between, in the 
interstices, and therefore in the relations. Because it’s there 
that the singularity of the place, of the history constructed 
there, in that moment between the persons and the objects 
there, comes into play. And if there were only that, the caring, 
the relationship, the recollection of that object there?

Cal Cego is both a collection whose objects are loaned and 
one that also opens up possibilities of generating knowledge 
in the field of contemporary art.

You thought of me to write about working ‘beyond hierarchies, 
beyond closed categories. And in network’,2 so I can only 
invite you to think about the surroundings, the quality of the 
link, the transmission of the possible, the beyond, the over 
there, the (be)coming which is constructed in the exchange, 
bartering, contamination, play, fiction. What will Cal Cego 
be when it is no more?

1. The contract
Let’s look at a contract that can be applied to knowledge and 
to objects: the licence. A licence has its origin in the Latin 
verb licere, which means ‘to be allowed, to be lawful’. To be 
able to authorise some further use or uses of a product, it 
must be owned, and in the field of intellectual property, this 
means being the author or possessing rights equivalent to 
those of the author.3 Free or open licences allow invitation 
to use, transmission, inscription in a story, modification if 
possible by response/reaction, and debate on the choice 
of this licence, since, to recap, the free licence authorises 
the copying, modification and transformation of computer 
codes, writings, images, sounds and other productions.4 If 
the choice of the free licence is anything but an involuntary 
act, the secondary effects on the adoption of such a contract 
on the works rest on a series of questions concerning the 
position of the author, authors’ rights, originality, the artists’ 
remuneration, the relations between authors and institutions, 
the relations of authors and institutions with the public, 
and so on.

Networking—with technologies, between institutions or 
between individuals—is not effectless, is not neutral, is not 
without trace: rather, it has the power to transform our relations 

to knowledge, to movements, to the tools and conditions 
of work and access.

The use of free licences calls into question the contractual 
nature of the relationship and disturbs it by distributing the 
possibility of ownership and of use, the knowledge(s) generated 
by uses, the relations established temporarily thanks to the 
possibility of being redistributed and retransformed. It is 
one of the tools with which reciprocal transformation can 
be made possible.

2. Use
Between different cities and different institutions we raise 
the question of the art object, or rather the question of 
the production of what is called art. But art is not just an 
object. It is a collective project. Constituted of a human 
and non-human network of relationships, of practices, of 
techniques and of diverse knowledges which see to it that 
this or that becomes art in this place and that we are there 
for all of these reasons: people, places, objects, relationships. 
Therefore production. Are there productions of art resulting 
from other models or from other genealogies than that of 
the to and fro of studios, galleries, museums, collectors, 
critics, curators and artists, all of them represented and 
active there? Of course, we know them, the objects and the 
dealings involved in the to and fro between artists, between 
cooperatives, objects and gestures that mutually sustain one 
another, and which include the preoccupation with working 
conditions, with caring, with ecology, and therefore think 
the multiple relations that form what we call art.5 During our 
research and conversations, Béatrice Josse pointed us to 
the experience of the Cultural Banks of Mali, and Soledad 
Gutiérrez explored it in greater depth.6 In the face of the 
looting of archaeological sites and the trafficking of objects 
(sculptures, masks, pottery, costumes, tools, etc) or simply 
the commercialising of objects in a tourism-oriented market, 
village communities created ‘cultural banks’, which function 
both as museums and as ‘mount of piety’ credit lenders. It is 
said that the initiative can be attributed to communities of 
women with a concern for the pragmatic goal of generating 
an economy without dispersing the objects that make up 
the communal heritage. Outside of the art market but not 
outside of the economy, these places welcome and exhibit the 
objects deposited there by local people, who retain ownership 
of their objects, and in exchange for the deposit of which 
the ‘bank’ lends them the money to develop their economic 
projects7. The museum is managed by the local residents, 
who are the first to wish this place into being. According to 
the Guide des Banques culturelles8, the front page of which 
affirms that ‘Culture is neither for buying nor for selling’, this 
project can only function if participation in the transmission 
of the object and in its decryption, its use and its care is 
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collective. The value of the object is determined by its history 
and its use and not by anything extrinsic. Some objects are 
sometimes taken out for use in rituals; others stay there. 
The phrase by Marker and Resnais,9 which consigns objects 
that have died to the museum, is contradicted or nuanced 
here: the museum is the place where objects live, close to 
their surroundings and sources of the future.

3. The surround, the around
Zoumana Méïté recounts the future history of the Cinquantenaire 
Museum, part of the Royal Museums for Art and History in 
Brussels.10

Through vengeance of the gods or the relentlessness of the 
nationalist policies that beset the museum, it is stripped of its 
collections to become a museum of plaster casts. Everything 

has been reproduced, not as holograms or 3D prints but by 
means of the ancient technique whose traces are now to be 
seen in the basement of the museum: plaster casting. The 
impressions of sculptures, furniture, and the people present 
in the museum at the time of its disappearance—visitors, 
experts, gallery attendants—are stored in our future museum. 
Imagine Pompeii but its opposite. These casts allow everything 
to be reproduced, copied and reactivated at any time, and 
as in The Invention of Morel,11 which causes visitors to the 
island to endlessly relive their stay, your tableau vivant of the 
museum on its last day comes back, and you can play in it. 
But unlike the eternal tourists on the island, the art objects 
have escaped; the ‘originals’ have been dispersed because 
the State, the gods and goddesses and the corporations no 
longer wanted them: the local people adopted them and 
they lived happily together for a long time.

1. ‘What I called “surroundings”, a long time ago, was replaced by the perhaps 
too banal word “atmosphere”.’ Jean Oury, ‘Le corps et ses entours: la fonction 
scribe’, in Corps, psychose et institution, ed. P. Delion, Eres, 2007.

2. Email from Montse Badia, 28/02/2017.

3. Nicolas Malevé, ‘La situation des Creative Commons’, Zehar, 55.

4. See creativecommons.org or https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.es.html

5. ‘Manufactories of caring space-time’, https://fundaciotapies.org/site/spip.
php?rubrique1425

6. A partir de Hechos Desechos, Soledad Gutiérrez, Concreta 09 (spring 2017).

7. http://www.opale.asso.fr/article480.html

8. http://epa-prema.net/documents/ressources/guide_banque_culturelle.pdf

9. Statues Also Die, Chris Marker and Alain Resnais, 1953.

10. The artist was a participant in DiVersions, ‘[…] a project of Constant that was 
inspired by the way in which it is possible to make a difference. This one-week 
session was organized by Constant and hosted by the Royal Museum of Art and 
History in Brussels. By the end of 2016, the Museum was in the final stages of 
digitizing its very diverse collection: some 330,000 objects including clay tablets, 
tapestries, mummies, ancient jewelery, vases and corners had been inventoried. 
Our presence at this moment in time allowed us to put the concrete practices of 
art history, cataloging and digitization technologies in relation with the reflections, 
prototypes and other types of experiments generated during the worksession.’ 
http://diversions.constantvzw.org

11. Adolfo Bioy Casares, La invención de Morel, 1940 (Eng. trans. The Invention 
of Morel, 1954).

Beyond Hierarchies

Cal Cego’s more than twenty 
years of activity as collectors and 
eleven as active agents in the art 
world are reflected in numerous 
articles and reports in the press. 
At the same time, the work of Cal 
Cego has been acclaimed with 
the awards of the GGAC Gremi de 
Galeries d’Art de Catalunya prize 
in 2011 and the ACCA Associació 
Catalana de Crítics d’Art in 2013.
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Beyond Hierarchies

Más que coleccionismo
El coleccionista es la tabla de salva-

ción de la próxima edición de ARCO,

que abre el miércoles. En tiempos en

que el poder económico flaquea en las

entidades públicas, todos los ojos es-

tán puestos en el sector privado.

Pero, ¿se le pide demasiado al colec-

cionista? ¿Cuál debe ser su compro-

miso social? ¿Cómo es su relación con

la institución pública? ¿De qué otro

modo puede apoyar a un artista?

¿Qué formas de mecenazgo funcio-

nan? Lo analizamos con algunos de los

coleccionistas que en España van más

allá de la compra. Agua bendita.

D A V I D S H R I G L E Y :
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Un presente precario, lleno de
obstáculos, y un futuro incier-
to, lleno de retos. Así es la actual
situación del coleccionismo en
España. A esa conclusión llegó
el debate sobre éste celebrado
elpasadooctubreenelmarcode
ForoSur, en Cáceres. A prime-
ravista, elvasoparece mediova-
cío.Lanecesidaddefomentar la
compra crece tanto como la de-
manda de coleccionistas por
vender sus obras, que se ven ya
por ferias y subastas. Se com-
pra menos, y nada ayuda: ni el
IVA, ni la falta de Ley de Me-
cenazgo, ni la actitud
del gobierno, ni el pesi-
mismo general. Gota
china que hace agujero.

“El coleccionismo
en España está en un
momento de parénte-
sis”, explica Natalia Yera, de la
Colección De Pictura. Es la más
importante dedicada a pintura
española, de 1950 hasta hoy, y
nació en el año 2000 de la vo-
luntad del empresario Mariano
Yera y el psiquiatra Javier La-
cruz. Este año recibe el premio
ARCO al coleccionismo priva-
do. “Ha habido un exceso de
museos y la burbuja también ha
estallado en las compras de arte.
Elmomentoesmaloy, a final, es
el artista quien lo paga, por lo
que ahora más que nunca hay
que apoyar a las ferias, a las ga-
lerías y a los artistas, y seguir
comprando. Además, los colec-
cionistas deberíamos unirnos
para ver de qué modo podemos
actuar juntos, aunque el pulmón
privado no es el mismo que el
público”, dice.

Ese mismo espíritu colabo-
rativo, el de compartir ideas, lle-
vó a los coleccionistas Bilge &
Haro Cumbusyan, a abrir en
2011 un espacio en Estambul
llamado Collectorspace, con
sede social también en Nueva

York. Un proyecto que este año
ARCO ha premiado como la
mejor iniciativa al coleccionis-
mo. Collectorspace es un pe-
queño local, una antigua sala
de estar, que se divide en un es-
pacio expositivo y una biblio-
teca pública con numerosos li-
bros sobre coleccionismo y
revistas de arte. Las presenta-
ciones constan de tres partes:
la exposición de una única pie-
za de importantes colecciones
privadas; una entrevista en ví-
deo con el coleccionista, y una
publicación que abre la colec-

ción a una revisión crítica.
“Nuestra intención es poder es-
tudiar el coleccionismo, evaluar
críticamente los diferentes en-
foques, y difundir el aprendi-
zaje entre el público más am-
plio. La experiencia nos dice
que un mecanismo de feedback
conduce a una práctica mejor”,
explica Haro Cumbusyan.

PARA DISFRUTE GENERAL

También en España hay pro-
puestas que van más allá del co-
leccionismo. Surgen a cuenta-
gotas, aunque cada una de ellas
ayudan a ver el vaso medio lle-
no. La Fundación RAC, en
Pontevedra,esunejemplo.Aca-
ba de cumplir cinco años y de
celebrarlo con la exposición Mo-
nocromo, en su espacio y con
obras de la colección. En 2009
recibía el premio de ARCO y
la reciente inclusión en la BMW

ArtGuideby IndependentCollectors
ha sido la guinda, el reconoci-
miento internacional. Tras la
Fundación está el arquitecto
Carlos Rosón y su mujer, que
empezaron a coleccionar en
1993. “La idea surgió por un do-
ble motivo. Nos apetecía cola-
borar con los artistas, ayudar-
les en la producción de sus
obras y aprender de ellos, y pen-
samos que lo ideal era un pro-
yecto de residencias de artis-
tas donde, el tiempo que
trabajaran en Galicia realiza-
sen un proyecto específico para
la Fundación basado en la ex-
periencia del lugar. Esa idea es
muy importante para nosotros,
ya que somos lo que somos en
función de nuestra geografía,
paisaje y cultura. El segundo
objetivo era hacer visible nues-
tra colección. Entendemos que
el disfrute del arte no es un de-
recho exclusivo de quien lo po-
see, sino que debe ser puesto a

disposición de la colectividad”.
El balance ha sido más que

positivo. Han hecho publicacio-
nes y exposiciones, colaboracio-
nes con la facultad de Bellas Ar-
tes, que este año repiten, y han
acogido en residencia a artistas
como Jonathan Hernández,
Luisa Lambri, Caio Reisewitz,
Tania Bruguera e Ignasi Aballí.
Lapróximaserá lamexicanaSo-
fía Taboas, que presentará su
proyecto a finales de año. En
2012, además, las residencias

se extendieron a comisarios.
Dan Cameron es el primero y
trabaja en una exposición y un
catálogo de la colección. Será,
además, el comisario de la pró-
xima residencia de artistas. La
idea futura es ganar visibilidad.
“En épocas como ésta, en que
lo público cada vez tiene menos
recursos, los coleccionistas pri-
vados tenemos la obligación de
ser generosos y apoyar a las ins-
tituciones públicas. Aunque
creo que es de la institución pú-
blica el compromiso con el arte
español y su proyección inter-
nacional, y no tanto del colec-
cionista privado. Otra cosa es
comprar en galerías españolas, a
las que debemos apoyar, y que
muchas veces son las que di-
funden a nuestros artistas fue-
ra”, añade.

Su apuesta por la unión le ha
llevado a formar parte de la jun-
tadirectivadeAsociacióndeCo-
leccionistas de Arte Contem-

poráneo en España,
9915. “Desde fuera, es
cierto que coleccionar
puedepareceralgocom-
plicado, pero con unas
ideas y pasión se puede
iniciar una colección.

ARCO es un buen momento
para ello”, dice. La feria madri-
leña, por otro lado, sigue bus-
cando nuevas fórmulas para in-
centivar lacompra.Tras lanzarel
año pasado la asesoría de First
Collector, ahora animan al colec-
cionistacon laplataformaARCO
collect online,accesiblehastael24
defebrero,dondeadquirirobras
porunvalordehasta5.000euros.
Aunquenotodoesvirtual.Enel
Pabellón 10 habrá algunas obras
seleccionadas por Tania Pardo.

También ARCO, hace mu-
chos años, fue una revelación
para Fernando Centenera, que
empezócomprandounaobrade
Lucio Muñoz y ha llegado a las

En épocas como

ésta, en que lo público

cada vez tiene menos

recursos, los coleccio-

nistas tenemos la obligación

de ser generosos y apoyar”

Carlos Rosón

Para el coleccio-

nista la idea de mece-

nazgo tiene todo el

sentido: el de la gene-

rosidad, el que una colección

cumpla una función social”

Pilar Citoler
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300 piezas. Su manera de en-
tenderelcoleccionismotambién
le ha llevado a indagar otras op-
ciones. El pasado miércoles, de
hecho, se inauguró en la Sala de
la Lonja del Centro Cultural
Casa del Reloj de Madrid, la ex-
posición Me, Myself and I, que
reúnea40artistas seleccionados
en laIVCertamendeDibujode
laFundaciónCentenera,queha
ganado Juan Carlos Bracho.

PRODUCCIONES Y RESIDENCIAS

El premio nació de una reunión
entre amigos, algunos también
coleccionistas, “de hablar de lo
que habría que hacer y pasar a
hacerlo”, dice.Esunode lospo-
cos premios dedicados al dibu-
jo en España que, tras celebrar-
se en Alovera, Guadalajara, este
añosehamudadoa lacapital.Su
opinión es contundente con las
dinámicas del mercado: “El co-
merciodelartedebecambiar, ser
mucho más ágil y profesional.
Haymuchoporhacer,aunqueel
espacio vacío que ha dejado la
compra pública no lo puede cu-
brir sóloelcoleccionistaprivado.
Las grandes industrias españo-
las, tanto de distribución de ali-
mentos o farmacéuticas, como
en mi caso, tienen que impli-
carse más. En España no sólo
existe el deporte, hay muchas
otras cosas que promocionar.
Cada iniciativa, por pequeña
que sea, cuenta”, explica.

Las ideasdeCenteneranose
acaban ahí, y otras iniciativas le
rondan por la cabeza: apoyar la
producción a partir de un con-
curso de proyectos; residencias
y talleres o unas jornadas en las
que debatir el devenir de esta
práctica.Paraello, apuestapor la
financiación conjunta, e incluso
por el micro mecenazgo. De he-
cho, así está financiando el ac-
tual proyecto de Bracho, hacer
la bola de nieve más grande del

mundo. “Ayudarnos unos a
otros es mucho mejor quehacer
la guerra en solitario”, añade.

Otros premios hay en nues-
tro país que vienen de la bue-
na relación entre lo público y
lo privado. Junto a la Universi-
dad de Córdoba, el Premio In-
ternacional de Fotogra-
fía Pilar Citoler va ya
por su VII edición. Su
mentora, Pilar Citoler,
es una de las coleccio-
nistas veteranas en
nuestro país, presidenta
de honor del Patronato del Mu-
seo Reina Sofía y de la citada
asociación de coleccionistas.
Hablando de ella, dice que las
barreras de cierto indi-
vidualismo en el colec-
cionismo, cada vez más
se van rompiendo.
“Hay un sentimiento
de unión, de aportar
algo más a la sociedad.
Para el coleccionista la idea del
mecenazgo tiene todo el sent-
dido: el de la generosidad, el de
que una colección cumpla una
función social. Aunque
hay una política que no
está bien dirigida, que
se pierde en la grandilo-
cuencia. Está más inte-
resadaen llamar laaten-
ción que en ir a lo
primordial: a lacreación,a laedu-
cación. No tiene sentido hacer
una casa si luego no puedes ha-
bitarla,y lomismohapasadocon
los museos: se han hecho gran-
des espacios y ahora no hay con-
tenido. Esos museos o cierran,
o lasautonomíasvanatenerque
acudir a nosotros”, dice.

SudeseoesquesuColección
CIRCA XX esté en un museo
o centro de arte, pese a que los
intentos que hasta ahora la han
llevado a una negociación en
Córdobaestánparados.Pensan-
doen los inicios recuerda lomu-

cho que ha crecido el coleccio-
nismo en España en los últimos
40 años: “Madrid entonces era
desolador y la evolución en el
arte contemporáneo ha sido tre-
menda.Tambiénhacambiadola
manera de coleccionar. Hoy es
una moda poco específica, aun-

que todavía es algo minoritario.
La crisis económica no nos lle-
vaaunasituacióndeoptimismo
aultranza,peroelcoleccionismo
debe seguir adelante”, dice.

En Barcelona, el holandés
Han Nefkens, premio ARCO
en 2012 al coleccionismo inter-
nacional, no deja de tejer redes
y complicidades. De hecho,
multiplica por momentos sus

proyectos con sus dos fundacio-
nes. Con ArtAids, inaugura el
próximo 27 de febrero un pro-
yectodeLawrenceWeinerenel
Mercado de Santa Catalina. Y
con la Fundación H+F, tiene
una beca literaria y varios pre-
mios junto a diversas institu-
ciones públicas: uno con el
MACBA, que lo acaba de ga-
nar la artista Iman Issa, y otro
junto al BACC de Bangkok,
quedisfrutaya ZhouTao.El fu-
turo pasará por expandir el pre-
mioaLatinoamérica, yponeren
marcha residencias con artistas
en Fabra i Coats. La indefini-
ción y los retrasos constantes
de la Ley de Mecenazgo le tie-
ne decepcionado. “Esa actitud
no invita a la colaboración. Ne-
cesitamos un gobierno que nos
guíe,quetomelas riendas al res-
pecto. Lo que queremos es es-
timular que la gente se involu-
cre a nivel privado con el arte.
Ése es el gran cambio que debe
haber. Hay que crear vínculos,
una estructura de trabajo co-
mún. En Estados Unidos, por
ejemplo, haypocodinero públi-
co, y en Europa, poco privado.
Se trata de construir un terreno
nuevo, mezcla de ambos, el que
seamejorparauncontextocomo
el nuestro”, argumenta.

HABITACIÓN CON VISTAS

Muchas son las opciones posi-
bles para difundir y promover
el arte desde el coleccionismo.
Aparece, por ejemplo, en for-
matovideoarteenunode losca-
nales de televisión del Hotel
Ámister,propiedaddeSisitaSol-
devila, que tiene una de las co-
lecciones de vídeo más impor-
tantes en España. Además,
patrocina un premio y un festi-
val, VideoAK. O en el proyecto
impulsadohaceseisañospor Jo-
sep Inglada y Roser Figueras, o
loquees lomismo,CalCego,un

La sociedad civil

debe acostumbrarse a

pasar a la acción. Se

puede hacer mucho al

margen de lo público, algo que

se echa de menos en España”
José Trujillo

Lo importante es

fomentar amantes del

arte para que el colec-

cionismo venga des-

pués. Hay que reivindicarlo y

seguir comprando”
Martín Lejarraga

Habría que analizar

cómo han cambiado los

procesos de comercia-

lización. Hoy hay un

tipo de arte que entra en

contradicción con el sistema”
Roser Figueras
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máster online en colaboración
con la IL3-Universidad de Bar-
celona. “Teníamos claro que no
nos interesaba crear una colec-
ción y abrir un espacio para ex-
ponerla. A nosotros ese modelo
no nos funciona. Coleccionar es
una forma de crear y transmitir
conocimiento. La idea del más-
ter surgióde lavoluntad dedara
conocer las obras, porque cons-
tatamosquenoexistíanunoses-
tudiosdeartecontemporáneo,al
margen de los de comisariado,
quemostraranlacomplejidadde
la producción del arte actual.
También nos parecía importan-
te prestar atención a áreas como
elmercadooelmecenazgo”,ex-
plica Roser Figueras.

La apuesta educativa ha
dado sus frutos. Se ha creado
una comunidad de alumnos y
exalumnos muyactiva, a losque
Cal Cego ha facilitado una web
propia donde seguir el debate.
Estánestudiando, incluso, lapo-
sibilidad de que los alumnos
puedan llevar a cabo proyectos
realesenrelación depiezasde la
colección. “Hemos apostado
por coleccionar un tipo de tra-
bajos de orden conceptual que
se puede formalizar de muchas
maneras. Sería importante que
analizar cómo han cambiado los
procesos de distribución y co-
mercialización. De hecho, hay
propuestas artísticas que entran
en contradiccióncon un sistema
que todavía enfatiza las impor-
tancia de las copias únicas o las
ediciones limitadas”, añade.

Los retos que tiene el colec-
cionismo son muchos. Casi un
pozo sin fondo. Apoyar fiscal-
mente laadquisición ydonación
de arte y reducir el IVA es el go-
teo de quejas más urgentes.
Aunque también importante es
abrir este círculo cerrado, co-
nocerse, crear vínculos activos
de participación entre coleccio-

nistas, comisarios, artistas, crí-
ticos, galeristas y museos; apos-
tar por la educación desde la in-
fancia; ganar en profesionalidad
en todo el sector; acercar el co-
leccionismo a las nuevas gene-
raciones... Para eso todo ayuda:
las nuevas secciones de ARCO,
las otras ferias paralelas, las ac-

tividades que generan,
aperturas simultáneas
de estudios y galerías...

En Cartagena, uno
de los proyectos más di-
namizadores también

con un coleccionista al frente, el
arquitecto Martín Lejarraga, es
La Naval. Por una parte, es un
pequeño escaparate que actúa

de espacio expositivo
y que dirige junto a los
artistas Gonzalo Sicre y
Ángel Mateo Charris,
con quien comparte
ahora exposición en el
CAB de Burgos: Piel de

Asno. “Todo ha crecido a base
de impulsos emotivos. Con el
tiempo La Naval se ha conver-
tido en una especie de faro que,
con poca luz alumbra mucho.
La gente lo reconoce y lo hace
suyo”. El próximo artista en
ocuparlo será Bernard Plossu, el
próximo 16 de febrero. Ade-
más, La Naval edita publica-
ciones, como el último flipbook
de Fernando Renes, Enjoy it,
y una revista: un DIN A4 do-
blado, que ha ido mutando en

muchas cosas. La última es uno
de los estrujados de Javier Arce.

También para Lejarraga, tra-
bajar con el contexto local, el
murciano, es importante: “Hay
que contribuir con la periferia.
Si quieres que las cosas tengan
una repercusión real es impor-
tante que las hagas a una esca-
la que domines y que el acceso
sea directo. Lo pienso como ar-
quitecto y como coleccionista.
Lo importante es fomentar los
amantes del arte, para que el co-
leccionismo venga después.
Hay que reivindicarlo y seguir
comprando”, añade. Su colec-
ción, TransArt&Co de La Na-
val, cuenta ya con unas 400
obras y se articula en torno a la
generación de artistas que em-
pezaron en los 90.

AL MARGEN DE LO PÚBLICO

El título de una de las exposi-
ciones que inauguran hoy en
Madrid, en OTR Espacio de
arte, idea de los coleccionistas
José Antonio Trujillo y Elsa Ló-
pez, lanza un mensaje a modo
de conclusión: Tomar medidas.
Como en las colectivas progra-
madaspor este espacio,poneen
diálogo algunas obras de la Co-
lección López-Trujillo junto a
otras, muchas de ellas de artistas
jóvenes. El comisariado lo firma
el artista Marlon de Azambuja,
gestor también de este espacio.
Explica Trujillo que buscando
un almacén se toparon con la
desaparecidagaleríaVostell,que
ampliaron, transformándola en
un lugar de encuentro. Funcio-
na sin un modelo fijo, ni dine-
ro público, promoviendo el
comisariado y proyectos especí-
ficos. “La sociedad civil debe
acostumbrarse a pasar a la ac-
ción. Se puede hacer mucho al
margen de lo público, algo que
se echa mucho de menos en Es-
paña. BEA ESPEJO

CATORCE AÑOS DE CULTURA EN NUESTRO ARCHIVO HISTÓRICO.

TODA LA INFORMACIÓN EN WWW.ELCULTURAL.ES

Las empresas tie-

nen que implicarse más

con el coleccionismo.

Echarnos una mano

unos a otros es mejor que

hacer la guerra en solitario”
Fernando Centenera

Hay que crear vín-

culos, una estructura

de trabajo común. Se

trataría de construir

un terreno nuevo, entre lo

público y lo privado”
Han Nefkens
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El proyecto Cal Cego nace en el 
año 2006 y parte de una colec-
ción privada nacida del gusto 
personal de sus artífices, Roser 

Figueras y Josep Inglada. Esta colección 
catalana, que cuenta con cerca de 400 
obras, no tiene sede permanente y trabaja 
a partir de la idea de colección nómada.

Estos días, y hasta el 18 de mayo, puede 
visitarse en la Fundación Francisco Godia 

de Barcelona, la exposición Iceberg. La rea-
lidad invisible que muestra una selección de 
obras de esta prestigiosa colección parti-
cular que dialogan con dos piezas emble-
máticas de la Godia.

La colaboración entre la Fundación 
Francisco Godia y Cal Cego se centra en 
torno a un concepto clave: ¿Qué son las 
imágenes? ¿Qué muestran? ¿Qué ocul-
tan? ¿De qué manera debe enfrentarse a 

ellas el espectador? ¿Cuál es el papel del 
arte frente al torbellino de imágenes que 
nos rodea?.  A partir de esta idea inicial, 
Montse Badia, directora artística de Cal 
Cego y comisaria de la exposición, ha 
creado un itinerario muy sugerente. 19 
obras de la colección de Cal Cego, desde 
mediados de los años noventa a la actua-
lidad, nos aproximan a algunas de las lec-
turas más potentes sobre la relación entre 

Roser Figueras y Josep Inglada son el alma máter de Cal Cego, una colección de arte 
contemporáneo que propone una fascinante aventura intelectual.

arte y realidad, que han surgido en el cam-
po del arte contemporáneo. 

Para enmarcar el discurso de la 
exposición, dos obras clásicas, de la 
Fundación Francisco Godia: un óleo del 
pintor barroco español Juan van der 
Hamen, que pone de relieve las conven-
ciones de tiempo y espacio en la pintura 
de bodegón, su carácter simbólico, más 
allá de la precisión realista; y una obra 

de Lucio Fontana, Concetto spaziale. Atte-
se (1966): una tela rasgada que muestra 
que tras el lienzo, existe otra realidad. 
En el caso de las fotografías de Wolfgang 
Tillmans (Remscheid, Alemania, 1968), 
bodegones contemporáneos, que captan 
los rastros de la memoria, se establece 
un vínculo directo. En otras ocasiones se 
trata de un juego simbólico y metafórico. 
La exposición presenta la obra de un con-

junto de artistas internacionales, de dife-
rentes contextos y generaciones: Ignasi 
Aballí, Christine Borland, Javier Codesal, 
Tacita Dean, Stan Douglas, Dora García, 
Douglas Gordon, Rodney Graham, Pie-
rre Huyghe, Andreas M. Kaufman, San-
tiago Sierra, Wolfang Tillmans y Jeff 
Wall. Fotografías, vídeos e instalaciones 
que plantean interrogantes, construyen y 
desvelan relatos, nos invitan a descubrir 
cómo se construye la imagen de lo que en-
tendemos como realidad. 

Nadia Hernández, directora de la 
Fundación, destaca que Cal Cego repre-
senta un nuevo paradigma de coleccionis-
mo: una colección bien construida, bien 
visualizada, en una red con los propios 
creadores, galerías, museos, instituciones 
académicas y mecenazgo. Iceberg. La rea-
lidad invisible es una exposición de tesis, 
bien trabajada y compleja, que presenta, 
además, el aliciente, de mostrar por prime-
ra vez al público un grupo importante de 
obras de la colección de Cal Cego.  Lo que 
distingue a esta colección es la aproxima-
ción al arte como una experiencia intelec-
tual que persiste en la voluntad de conoci-
miento y el anhelo de belleza.

El curioso nombre de la colección: Cal 
(la casa) Cego (del ciego) viene del so-
brenombre por el que se conoce la casa 
familiar. Uno de los antepasados de Josep 
Inglada era ciego y de ahí viene el apodo. 
A los coleccionistas les gustó el juego de 
palabras y lo paradójico que suponía lla-
mar a una colección de arte contemporá-
neo Cal Cego. 

Ustedes empezaron a coleccionar en 2006. 
¿Qué les impulsó a ello? ¿Trazaron algún 
eje concreto para su colección?
En realidad, empezamos a adquirir obras 
en los 80 y fue al cabo de un tiempo que 
nos empezamos a plantear qué sentido te-
nía aquel conjunto de piezas y pensamos 
en la necesidad de elaborar un proyecto 
que las articulara, con unos objetivos con-
cretos y con posibilidades de darle visibi-
lidad. En el 2006 junto a Montse Badia, 
nuestra directora artística, definimos el 
proyecto Cal Cego, que toma la colección 
como punto de partida, aunque es mucho 
más amplio porque implica toda una serie 
de programas, colaboraciones y activida-
des.   

¿Qué adquisiciones recuerdan con especial 
emoción? 
Todas las obras que adquirimos tienen un 
gran significado para nosotros, pero es 
cierto que en los 80 cuando adquirimos 
una pintura de Zush, de alguna manera 
tomamos conciencia de que iniciábamos 

«Vivimos una época sin 
respuestas absolutas»

Abre los ojos
Rodney Graham, Schoolyard tree, Vancouver, 2002. Colección MACBA. Fundación MACBA. Depósito 
Cal Cego. Colección de Arte Contemporáneo 

Andreas M. Kaufmann, Video painting # 2| Video d’ameublement, 1996. Fotografía cortesía del artista 

GRANDES COLECCIONISTAS
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A good image of our vital, experiential, existential uncertainty 
is what happens when you shake a snow globe—one of 
those glass spheres filled with water in which little white 
flakes swirl around to create an artificial blizzard. If you 
shake the globe you can watch the snow fall on a tropical 
palm tree or on a mountain landscape: anything is possible, 
but whatever the visual imagery that is represented in there, 
in order for something to happen, in order for the story 
to start, you need to shake the thing. Static it is mute, on 
the shelf it is invisible: without a storm there is no life. The 
shaking-up is the essential flashback, the point of access 
to a new experience.

The opening sequence of Orson Welles’s legendary film Citizen 
Kane (1941) shows a snow globe in close-up. An adult hand 
shakes it, the globe falls and smashes: end of a story, end of 
a life and beginning of the film. With this story, at the scale of 
the little toy, the linear time between the beginning and end 
of the narrative is turned upside down: the image indicates 
the death of the protagonist but is the starting point from 
which the whole story—the need to share the secret—derives. 
The person that has stopped seeing the snowy landscape is 
the tycoon and art collector Charles Foster Kane, a solitary 
and controversial man who, in dying, bequeaths us a double 
secret: the enigmatic word ‘Rosebud’ and the nostalgia for 
a time of snow that can never be recovered, despite a vast 
fortune and a social position of the greatest prestige.

Life, like the snow globe activated by the gesture, only works 
if we decide to stir up the inside of the representation. It 
is a personal experience that combines the gaze, the body, 
desire and imagination. The white particles that simulate 
snow makes the image disappear for a few seconds and only 
the end of the storm give us back the familiar tiny landscape. 
The image is an impossible place to live in, at once visible 
and invisible, but it has the potential to reinvent realities as 
many times as we need. The snow globe is a little theatre 
in which to deposit our expectations and embark on new 
adventures, time and again. A fragile toy that demands our 
action, just as to the art artifact does. It exists only when we 
shake it up and in the absorption of a moment of surprise, 
expected but always unforeseen.

The art object works along the same lines: we know that what 
appears there is a simulacrum of someone else’s experience, 
but it is always a wee bit of reality, of the world. In the iconic 
imaginary of the little snowy scene there are no restrictions: 
over and above the function it performs as a souvenir, it also 
supplies us with mechanisms to open up new personal paths. 
An art collection is like a lot of glass snow globes, which we 
have to stir into life in order for them to set us to imagining 
almost impossible future scenarios, which we have to write. 

On the inside of the sphere, circular like the metaphor of 
time, the landscapes and figures may be veristic, oneiric, 
nostalgic or ironic, but in any case the process is always the 
same: the agitation makes it possible to see and identify 
forgotten longings or hidden realities. The snow globe cannot 
change what is inside it, but it encourages reinvention and 
swirls around the intensity of the narratives.

Over the years, Roser Figueras and Josep Inglada have put 
together an important collection of international contemporary 
art: the Cal Cego collection. In the early days, ten years ago, 
the artworks were objects they took pleasure in looking at, they 
were interesting on the conceptual plane and they produced 
culture. The collection was part of their private space. But they 
found their secret noise calling for agitation, to stir up and 
share the mirage of a visual scene. So they set about moving 
the works, like snow globes, from the silent storeroom to 
the storeroom of shared voices. This new action has enabled 
them to bring more meaning to the concept of the collection, 
expanding experiences, constructing community in a more 
global scenario. For them, the vitality of a contemporary art 
collection becomes more real and relational. Of course play 
is central to the dynamics of shared learning, and artworks 
can be mediators of experience and knowledge, but they 
need to be shaken up for something to happen. Even at the 
risk of getting broken by an awkward move.

In the last few years pieces from this unique collection have 
travelled and been flipped and turned in various curatorial 
projects in museums and art spaces around the world, and 
have magnified the storms in relation to multiple narratives. 
In their movements, the snowflakes have blinded our eyes 
and in so doing restored to us surprise, in all its potential to 
serve and intensify vital action. A number of exhibitions have 
participated in the particular world of this collection, and its 
owners have accompanied the works on their journeying there 
and back in personal and collective time. This experience 
has also engendered in them a need to know and follow the 
paths of the artists, creators of the storm, and thus to forge 
cultural and personal alliances with the producers of their 
collection. The collection has generated a story of friendships 
above and beyond the pure materiality of the works, creating 
a particular and always agitated cultural heritage.

The Cal Cego artworks permit the fascination with the 
unforeseeable, and function like the metaphorical snow globe 
that gives rise to many little stories. The collection today is an 
intellectual treasury dedicated to international contemporary 
art which also generates training facilities, with seminars 
and master’s courses, fundamental for learning in groups. In 
recent times Roser and Josep have tended to treat artworks 
not so much as artifacts but as experiences that can generate 

Vanishing Points — Cal Cego. Contemporary Art Collection A snow globe and an art collection — Pilar Bonet
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relationships and friendship. All that is most commonplace 
and communal in the cultural debate takes on vital force in 
the two collectors’ personal dynamics, and the family space 
opens to accommodate get-togethers and exchanges by way 
of small-format literary and artistic activities.

In 2014 the artist Joan Morey contributed corporeal, sound 
and philosophical dimensions to the process of olive oil 
production, a memory powerfully present in Josep and 
Roser’s cultural identity, with the staging of the project 
Non Serviam (Getsemaní) in the collectors’ domestic space 
in Barcelona. That event also bears witness to a change 
in orientation of the art collection, as it has become less 
retinal and more concerned with political reflection, the ludic 
and the construction of meaning in real, communal time. A 
venture very much in keeping with this commitment to the 
relations between art and life, and very representative of the 

collectors’ desires, is the sponsorship and shared personal 
participation in Enric Farrés-Duran’s project The Frustrated 
Journey, a voyage up and down the Catalan coast following 
literary clues left by Josep Pla. In this project the collectors 
themselves were part of the adventure, with Josep and the 
sailing boat ‘Barrala’ playing a crucial role in the creative 
process—a real example of how the image of the sea and 
salt water, the space of freedom and creation also exists in 
a little snow globe.

Finally, we all know that in our planet of glass it can snow 
on the foam of the waves and make white on white, water 
on water, a scenario for creative mediation between the 
present, the vestiges of the past and stories of the future. 
The art collection shares its secret with us: the miniature 
snowy landscape is the immensity of a blue horizon, and 
the mystery word is ‘live’.

Art-Life

The vital and organic character of Cal Cego 
has, perhaps inevitably, resulted in two 
parallel activities converging. Since 2011, the 
production of olive oil has been the starting 
point for the realisation of art projects that 
would also become instances of encounter 
and communication. It all began with a series 
of private meetings with the artist Miralda 
in 2011. In 2013, Ignasi Aballí proposed a 
collective engagement with the different 
definitions of ‘oil’ printed on paper stained 
with a drop of oil.
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Art-Life

In 2013, Patricia Dauder retrieved an image 
she had first worked on in 2001. That image 
was the remains of a sculpture she had 
made with plaster and pigment. When this 
mass was wrapped in paper, it left marks 
on the paper, which the artist then cut out 
and photographed, and it was this kept and 
recurring image that she recovered years 
later on the occasion of the oil ceremony. 
Starting from the organic and even vegetal 
aspect of the image, Patricia reworked it, 
this time with archival images, which she 
transferred to paper and intervened in.

In 2015, Lúa Coderch created Treball de camp [Field Work], 
a sound piece for which the artist roamed through the olive 
groves and surrounding woodland of the Penedès region, 
recording the sounds that construct an idea of landscape. She 
selected sounds she considered capable of being sung, such 
as those of birds, bees or the wind, which she then slowed 
down or speeded up to bring them within the register of 
the human voice, and learned, sang, recorded and restored 
to their original speed to produce a constructed sound 
landscape that replaces the natural in a plausible manner.

In 2014, Joan Morey created Non Serviam (Getsemaní), a performative 
mise-en-scène staged on December 16, which took as its point of origin the 
pressing of olives in order to produce oil. On the basis of this process and 
the production of the resulting oil, an abstract link of an almost tangible 
nature is established with the ‘desiring machines’ of the first chapter of 
Deleuze and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus. In an exercise of appropriation, 
that text from 1972 is used to elaborate the script of a sound piece that 
articulates all the parts of the proposal and expands in a graphic piece 
of limited edition.

In 2016, Pep Vidal carried 
out Oli d’una olivera [Oil 
from an Olive Tree], which 
started from a question 
that triggered a fascinating 
process of investigation: 
How much oil does an olive 
tree yield? Measuring here 
is the essence of a project 
that calibrated and weighed 
the oil with the greatest 
possible precision, and in 
so doing took into account 
the residues, which are also 
part of what comes from an 
olive tree.

In 2017, Rafel G. Bianchi performs Repensar 
l’olivera [Rethinking the Olive Tree], a project 
in the form of a book to learn to draw, in which 
the artist draws an olive tree from his nearest 
environment as a way of recognizing the object.
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ANTONI ABAD
La distància recorreguda en triar 
Vidas de artistas de Vasari… 
[The Distance Covered in Choosing 
Vasari’s Lives of the Artists…], 1994
Sculpture. Aluminium hands
Dimensions variable

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Desapariciones 
[Disappearances], 2002
Installation. Pro-laser digital 
print on photographic paper 
and light box
169 x 119 cm (x24)

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Llibres [Books], 2000
Sculpture. Deformed 
wooden bookcase
200 x 210 x 25 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Pols (10 anys a l’estudi) [Dust 
(10 years in the study)], 2005
Painting. Mixed media: dust 
on canvas
50 x 50 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Llistats (Artistes) [Lists 
(Artists)], 1997-2005
Photograph. Digital print 
on photographic paper 
150 x 105 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Pell [Skin], 2001
Painting. Varnish on wood
100 x 100 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Llistats (Obres) [Lists 
(Artworks)], 1997-2005
Photograph. Digital print 
on photographic paper
150 x 105 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Correcció [Correction], 2005
Painting. Tipp-Ex on mirror
100 x 100 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Disparition [Disappearance], 2002
Video. DVD, b/w with subtitles
160’

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Llistats (Cinema) [Lists (Film)], 
1997-2005
Photograph. Digital print 
on photographic paper
150 x 105 cm

ANTONI ABAD
Punt de vista [Point of View], 1999
Installation. Computer projection 
on drawing table
Dimensions variable

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Biblioteca II [Library II], 2002
Photograph. C-Print
115 x 172 cm
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IGNASI ABALLÍ
Un tub d’oli – N.Y. III/90 [A Tube 
of Oil Paint – N.Y. III/90), 1990
Painting. Oil on paper
97 x 127 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Malgastar [To Waste], 2001
Installation. 20 cans 
of dried paint
Dimensions variable

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Paper moneda [Paper Currency], 
2008
Painting. 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 
euros and mixture of paper currency
50 x 50 cm (x8)

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Malgastar [To Waste], 2001
Installation. The whole content 
of a black ink cartridge on 24 
sheets of DIN A4 paper 
120 x 150 cm (x24)

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Persones [People], 2005
Installation. Footprint 
and dust on wall 
Dimensions variable

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Carta de colors (inventari-grisos) 
[Colour Chart (Grey inventory)], 2007
Painting. Acrylic and vinyl on canvas
50 x 50 cm (x4)

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Llistat (Diners II) [List (Money II)], 
2003
Photograph. Digital print 
on photographic paper
150 x 105 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Carta de colors (inventari-blancs) 
[Colour Chart (White inventory)], 
2007
Painting. Acrylic and vinyl on canvas
50 x 50 cm (x4)

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Blau de Calafell [Calafell Blue], 2001
Painting. Oil on canvas
19 x 24 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
S/T [Untitled], 1994
Painting. Dust, glass and iron
190 x 130 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
7 pintures semblants 
[7 Similar Paintings], 1990
Painting. Oil on canvas
25 x 25 cm (x7)

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Muntanyes de carbó, sofre i ferro 
[Mountains of Charcoal, Sulphur 
and Iron], 1987
Painting. Mixed media: charcoal, 
sulphur and iron on canvas 
100 x 241 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
7 pintures iguals 
[7 Identical Paintings], 1990
Painting. Oil on canvas
25 x 25 cm (x7)

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Matèria textil [Textile Material], 2007
Painting. Textile matter remains, 
glass and iron
100 x 100 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Malgastar [To Waste], 2001
Painting. Inkjet print on paper 
30 x 22 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
La mateixa quantitat de 
sofre que de plata [The Same 
Quantity of Sulphur 
as Silver], 1989
Painting. Mixed media: sulphur 
and silver on canvas
150 x 150 cm and 16 x 16 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
7 pintures diferents 
[7 Different Paintings], 1990
Painting. Oil on canvas
25 x 25 cm (x7)

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Malgastar [To Waste], 2001
Installation. 20 cans of dried 
white paint
Dimensions variable

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Classificats (vermell) [Classifieds 
(red)], 2007
Painting. Acrylic and vinyl on canvas
190 x 200.5 cm (x2)

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Índex. Teoría del color. Johannes 
Pawlik. Paidós estética 23. 
Barcelona 2004, 2007
Painting. Digital print on paper
24.5 x 18 cm (x4)

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Invisible, 2012
Installation. Vinyl on glass 
Dimensions variable

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Mapamundi [World Map], 2010
Photograph. Digital print 
75 x 120 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
Entre marcs [Between Frames], 2016
Edition. Digital glicée print on 
Hahnemühle Photo Rag 308 g paper
50 x 35 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ 
Glass Architecture, 2012
Installation. Etched glass 
Dimensions variable
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MARTÍ ANSON
Walt & Travis. Cinema version 2003, 
2003
Vídeo. DVD, colour, sound
22’

PEP AGUT
S/T [Untitled], 1988
Painting. Mixed media on paper 
27 x 22 cm

MARTÍ ANSON
MATARÓ/MONTREAL, 2008
Publication. Newspaper. 
Cru, Figueres
40.5 x 29 cm

PEP AGUT
S/T [Untitled], 1990
Painting. Acrylic on canvas 
54 x 65 cm (x2)

BERND AND HILLA BECHER
Industriebauten Nº 1 [Industrial 
Buildings No. 1], 2003
Photograph. Silver bromide
29.5 x 39.5 cm

PEP AGUT
S/T [Untitled], 1990
Painting. Mixed media: 
adhesive tape, canvas and 
enamel on conglomerate 
27 x 35 cm (x2)

JOHN BALDESSARI
Nose Peak, 2015
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Onestar Press, Paris
38 x 31.5 x 10 cm

PEP AGUT
S/T [Untitled], 1988
Painting. Acrylic on canvas 
46 x 66.5 cm

BERND AND HILLA BECHER
Kühlturm, Stahlwerk Hagen-Haspe 
1969 [Cooling Tower, Hagen-Haspe 
Steelworks 1969], 2002
Photograph. Triplex print 
on Konorex cardboard
74 x 60 cm

PEP AGUT
S/T [Untitled], 1989
Painting. Collage
60 x 80 cm

NATIVIDAD BERMEJO
Déjame la persiana abierta 
[Leave the Shutter Open], 2000
Drawing. Graphite and gouache 
on paper
170 x 255 cm

HELENA ALMEIDA
Rodapé [Skirting Board], 1999    
Photograph b/w
102.5 x 71 cm (x4)

NATIVIDAD BERMEJO
Circuito de gas abierto [Open Gas 
Circuit], 1995
Drawing. Graphite and gouache 
on paper
119 x 116 cm

PEP AGUT
Gàbia per a aus nocturnes 
[Cage for Night Birds], 1987
Painting. Acrylic and 
Alufal on canvas
 250 x 195 cm

BESTUÉ - VIVES
Acciones en casa [Actions at Home], 
2005
Video, colour, sound
33’

HELENA ALMEIDA
Desenho [Drawing], 1999
Photograph b/w
83 x 127 cm

NOBUYOSHI ARAKI
Kaori, 2002
Photograph b/w
19 x 24 cm (x20)

PEP AGUT
S/T [Untitled], 1988
Painting. Acrylic on cardboard 
99 x 89 cm

NATIVIDAD BERMEJO
La reina blanca [The White Queen], 
1997
Drawing. Graphite and gouache 
on paper
243 x 168 cm

PEP AGUT
Malgré ton absence je t’aime 
[Despite Your Absence I Love You], 
2010
Painting. Screen-printed glass
46 x 38 cm

EFRÉN ÁLVAREZ
Classroom Collection, 2008
Drawing. Drawing on paper
89 x 60 cm

IGNASI ABALLÍ
White Pages, 2013
Publication. Artist’s book.
Cru, Figueres
30.5 x 23.5 cm

BERND AND HILLA BECHER
Fachwerkhäuser. Siegener 
Industriegebiet [Half-timbered 
Houses, Siegener Industrial Park], 
1993
Photograph. Offset prints
63 x 50 cm (x12)

PEP AGUT
T. E. II, 1985
Painting. Acrylic on canvas 
22 x 48 cm
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IÑAKI BONILLAS
Serie Tineidae, 2010
Photograph. Gelatin silver print, b/w
8 photographs
Different dimensions 
(#2 23.7 x 15.4 cm. #3 11.8 x 20.2 cm. 
#7 10.5 x 17.7 cm. #8 10.9 x 18.9 cm. 
#10 16.7 x 23.7 cm. #13 17.9 x 18 cm. 
#16 15.3 x 10.8 cm. #20 19.9 x 19.7 cm)

BESTUÉ - VIVES
Moments rellevants de la Catalunya 
Contemporània [Outstanding 
Moments of Contemporary 
Catalonia], 2006
Publication. Poster, Centre d’Art 
Santa Mònica, Barcelona
95 x 68 cm

IÑAKI BONILLAS
Tineidae, sermones del 
ilustrísimo señor [Tineidae, 
Sermons of the Most 
Illustrious Lord], 2010
Publication. Poster. 
MOREPublishers, Ghent 
60 x 84 cm

BESTUÉ - VIVES
Acciones en Mataró 
[Actions in Mataró], 2003
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Fundació 30 km/s, Mataró
18 x 13 cm

CHRISTINE BORLAND
The Velocity of Drops. Copse, 2004
Photograph. C-Print
25 x 25 cm (x6)

RAFEL G. BIANCHI
Quién soy yo: autoanálisis de 
inclinaciones y aptitudes. Ejercicio 
realizado por Rafel G. Bianchi y 
valorado por David Armengol [Who 
I Am: self-analysis of inclinations 
and aptitudes. Exercise carried out 
by Rafel G. Bianchi and evaluated by 
David Armengol], 2012
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Cru, Figueres
25.3 x 19 cm

CHRISTINE BORLAND
Preserves, 2006
Installation. Wooden shelves 
and 30 apple compote jars 
Dimensions variable

RAFEL G. BIANCHI
No preguntis a l’ignorant 
[Don’t Ask the Ignorant], 2012
Multiple. Polyurethane resin 
and acrylic paint. Arts Coming, 
Barcelona
17 x 7.5 x 4.5 cm

JOAN BROSSA
Novel·la [Novel], 1989
Sculpture. Mixed media
40.5 x 176 x 46 cm

RICHARD BILLINGHAM
Untitled (RAL 37), 1994
Photograph. C-Print
50 x 75 cm

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Lumière 04.03, 2003
Photograph. Silkscreen on Plexiglas 
190 x 270 cm

BLEDA Y ROSA
Homo Nearderthalensis. Valle de 
Neander [Homo Neardenthalensis, 
Neander Valley], 2004
Photograph. Colour
124 x 222 cm

JOAN BROSSA
Poemes visuals [Visual poems], 1975
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Edicions 62, Barcelona
11 x 18 cm

RICHARD BILLINGHAM
Untitled, 1994
Photograph. C-Print mounted 
on aluminium 
50 x 75 cm

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Panorama “From here to there”, 2003
Painting. Silkscreen on Plexiglas 
390 x 190 cm y 167 x 190 cm (x4)

BLEDA Y ROSA
Mandíbula de Sitges. Sitges 
[Jaw from Sitges. Sitges], 2005
Photograph. Colour
124 x 222 cm

IÑAKI BONILLAS
A sombra e o brilho [The Shade 
and the Shining], 2008
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Cru, Figueres
21 x 15 cm

JOSEPH BEUYS
Ein-Stein-Zeit [One-Stone-Time], 
1984
Multiple. Titanzinc sheet
28.5 x 40 cm

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
T.3.01, 2001
Photograph. C-Print
240 x 160 cm

RICHARD BILLINGHAM
Untitled, 1994
Photograph. C-Print mounted 
on aluminium 
105 x 158 cm

BLEDA Y ROSA
Hombre de Tautavel. Cueva 
de l’Aragó [Tautavel Man, 
Cave in Aragó], 2003
Photograph. Colour
124 x 222 cm

BESTUÉ - VIVES
Acciones en el cuerpo 
[Actions in the Body), 2006
Video installation. Video, 
photographs and drawings
48’. Photographs: colour, 20 x 30 cm 
(x56) and 10 x 15 cm (x52). Drawings: 
b/w, 18 x 15 cm (x58)

JOAN BROSSA
La clau de la clau 
[The Key of the Key], 1989
Sculpture. Object poem
8 x 20 x 20 cm

RICHARD BILLINGHAM
Untitled (RAL 18), 1995
Photograph. C-Print
50 x 75 cm
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JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Cyprés 22 [Cypress 22], 1991
Photograph. C-Print
146 x 117 cm

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
LP2, 2000
Photograph. C-Print
227 x 180 cm

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Serie Barcelona 
[Barcelona Series], 1997
Photograph. C-Print
40 x 60 cm (x11)

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
T.C.B.2.02, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
227 x 180 cm

NÚRIA CANAL
Abrazos [Hugs], 1996 
Installation. C-print photographs 
87 x 58 cm (x5) and 58 x 87 cm (x7)

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Something is missing, 1997
Photograph. C-Print
67 x 85 cm (x3)

NÚRIA CANAL
Simonetta, 2002
Photograph and lightbox 
20 x 16 x 10 cm (x3)

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Tableau No. 06, 1978
Photograph. Cibachrome
103 x 130 cm

DANIEL CANOGAR
Contrabalanza 
[Counterbalance], 1997
Installation. Wood cube, 
photolithograph, electric 
cable and halogen light 
60 x 60 x 60 cm

NÚRIA CANAL
Casting, 2003
Video installation. Four 
monitors, colour and sound 
20’, 17’, 18’, 16’

DANIEL CANOGAR
Mirada [Sight], 1991
Installation. Photolithograph on 
PMMA, copper cable and lights
250 x 100 x 50 cm

NÚRIA CANAL
Étre un autre [To Be 
Someone Else], 1991
Photograph. Cibachrome
22,5 x 11 cm (x11)

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Lumière 01.03, 2003
Photograph. Silkscreen on plexiglass 
145 x 185 cm

DANIEL CANOGAR
Horror Vacui, 1999
Installation. Digital print on paper 
Dimensions variable

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Especes [Species], 1992
Photograph. Silkscreen on PMMA
182 x 140 cm (x2)

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Paysage Interieur [Interior 
Landscape], 1991
Sculpture. Iron, minium and wax 
71 x 117 x 17 cm and 71 x 63 x 17 cm

NÚRIA CANAL
Pascal, …, 2000
Photograph and lightbox 
20 x 20 x 10 cm (x1)  
and 28 x 28 x 10 cm (x2)

JEAN-MARC BUSTAMANTE
Tableau No. 05, 1978
Photograph. Cibachrome
103 x 130 cm

LÚA CODERCH
Or Life in the Woods, 2012
Publication. Poster. 
Self-edition, Barcelona
48 x 33 cm

LÚA CODERCH
Treball de camp [Field Work], 2015
Sound piece. 33 rpm transparent 
vinyl and digital copy
11’ 58”

Or, Life in the Woods
2012-2014 | vinyl LP 12”,45 rpm, 9’30” | audio file 9’30” | poster 48 x 33 cm

Lúa Coderch 03042015.indd   24 04/04/15   16:11

JAVIER CODESAL 
El monte perdido 1, 2003
Photograph. C-Print
90 x 160 cm

JAVIER CODESAL 
El monte perdido 2, 2003
Photograph. C-Print
90 x 160 cm

JAVIER CODESAL 
Padre I-II-III [Father I-II-III], 2001
Photograph. C-Print
170 x 114 cm (x3)

JAVIER CODESAL 
El monte perdido, 2003
Vídeo. DVD, colour
34’
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JAVIER CODESAL 
El monte perdido 7, 2003
Photograph. C-Print
90 x 160 cm

JAVIER CODESAL 
El monte perdido 8, 2003
Photograph. C-Print
90 x 160 cm

JOHN COPLANS
Body Language I-V (Body 
Language variant), 1985-1986
Photograph. Gelatin silver 
print on paper  
45 x 57 cm (x6)

JAVIER CODESAL 
Los pies que faltan 2
[The Missing Feet 2], 2011
Photograph. Digital print in 
chromogenic dye on paper 
310 g Hahnmuhle
110 x 76.7 cm

GREGORY CREWDSON
Untitled (Forest Gathering), 2004
Photograph. C-Print
143 x 221.5 cm

JAVIER CODESAL 
Fábula a destiempo 
[Untimely fable], 1996
Video installation. Double 
projection, colour, sound
Dimensions variable

GREGORY CREWDSON
Dream House, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
73,6 x 111,7 cm (x10) 
and 76 x 114 cm (x3)

JAVIER CODESAL 
50 versos exactos [50 Exact Lines], 
2008
Video. DVD, b/w
4’ 16”

GREGORY CREWDSON
Untitled (Oasis), 2004
Photograph. C-Print
143 x 221.7 cm

JAVIER CODESAL 
La Biblia en 25 frases [The Bible 
in 25 Sentences], 2006
Video. DVD, colour, sound
3’ 29”

JESPER DALGAARD
Untitled, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
29 x 37 cm

JAVIER CODESAL 
Menese, 2008
Video installation. 
HD, colour, sound
Dimensions variable

JAVIER CODESAL 
Los pies que faltan 1 
[The Missing Feet 1], 2011
Photograph. Digital print in 
chromogenic dye on paper 
310 g Hahnmuhle
110 x 76.7 cm

GREGORY CREWDSON
Untitled (Blue period), 2004
Photograph. C-Print
143 x 221.5 cm

JAVIER CODESAL 
Viaje de novios [Honeymoon Trip], 
2004
Video. DVD, colour, sound
87’ 18”

JAVIER CODESAL 
Joropo, 2010
Vídeo. HD, colour
2’ 25”

TONY CRAGG
Foraminifera, 1990
Installation. Plaster sculpture 
(10 pieces) 
Dimensions variable 

JAVIER CODESAL 
La habitación de Rada 
[Rada’s room], 1997
Video installation. Multichannel 
video, colour and sound
57’ 25” and 33’ 28”

JESPER DALGAARD
The Apple-pickers, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
56 x 44 cm

JESPER DALGAARD
Friends on the surface, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
56 x 44 cm

JESPER DALGAARD
The lively fellows, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
37 x 29 cm

JESPER DALGAARD
Untitled, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
29 x 37 cm

JESPER DALGAARD
The Nooks and the Corners 
of One’s Dreams, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
44 x 56 cm

JESPER DALGAARD
The Kiss / Jealousy, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
37 x 29 cm
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TACITA DEAN
Baobab, 2001
Film. 16 mm, b/n
10’

TACITA DEAN
Teignmouth electron, 2010
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Editorial Alias, Mèxic
14 x 21 cm

STAN DOUGLAS
Damaged Containers. 
Mitchell Island, 2001
Photograph. C-Print
121.9 x 144.8 cm

VARIOUS AUTHORS 
Point of View: an antology 
of moving image, 2003
Video. DVD, colour, sound
Diverse lengths 

STAN DOUGLAS
“La Inalámbrica” Building / 
Metropolitan Building. 
Habana Vieja, 2004
Photograph. C-Print
101 x 81.3 cm

JESPER DALGAARD
Inspection on the Feed-House, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
29 x 37 cm

ENRIC FARRÉS-DURAN
Paris no se acaba nunca: 
#Districte cinquè [Paris Never 
Ends: #Fifth district], 2014
Publication. Artist’s book. 
MACBA, Barcelona
21 x 14.7 cm

PATRICIA DAUDER
41ª08’56.66”, 08ª36,43’60”, 2013
Object. Artist’s book. 
Cru, Figueres
49 x 34.1 cm

OLAFUR ELIASSON
Untitled, 2002
Photograph. Cibachrome 
in double-sided frame
31 x 47.5 cm (x2)

JESPER DALGAARD
Hele Vejen rundt og Tillbage igen 
[All the Way Around and Back 
Again], 2005
Video. Animation, colour, sound
6’

ENRIC FARRÉS-DURAN
Paris no se acaba nunca: 
#Poblenou [Paris Never Ends: 
#Poblenou], 2012
Publication. Artist’s book. Can 
Felipa and Hangar. Barcelona
21 x 14.7 cm

TACITA DEAN
Baobab I (Three Trees 
with Shadows), 2001
Photograph b/w on fibre paper
95 x 130 cm

RINEKE DIJKSTRA
Julie, Den Haag, Netherlands, 
February 29, 1994, 1994
Photograph. C-Print
153 x 129 cm

ENRIC FARRÉS-DURAN 
El viatge frustrat 
[The Frustrated Journey], 2015
Video, colour, sound
1 h 45’

PATRICIA DAUDER
Extensions, 2012
Drawing. Composition of 
6 drawings, mixed media on 
paper, framed, in plexiglass 
vitrine and table
80 x 100 x 75 cm

TACITA DEAN
Baobab III, 2001
Photograph b/w on fibre paper
95 x 130 cm

TACITA DEAN
Baobab, 2001
Film. 16 mm, b/w
10’

STAN DOUGLAS
Cine Majestic / Carpentry Shop. 
Habana Vieja, 2004
Photograph. C-Print
144.8 x 121.9 cm

JESPER DALGAARD
The Kiss, 2005
Painting. Watercolour on paper 
37 x 29 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
David, 2006
Polychrome sculpture
115 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
Eva, 2006
Polychrome sculpture
115 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
Old Painting (naked woman laying, 
with black barrel over de eyes), 2005
Painting. Oil and acrylic on canvas
150 x 110 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
100 Years, 1997-2000
Photograph b/w
31 x 24 cm (x101)

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
Telefonbuch [Telephone 
Directory], 1980
Publication. Artist’s book. 
AQ Verlag, Dudweiler
18.5 x 25 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
Der Überfall [The Raid], 1975
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Wolfgang Hake Verlag, Köln
25 x 25 cm
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HANS-PETER FELDMANN
3 Bilder (Two women), 1971
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w 
and staple bound. Feldmann 
Verlag, Düsseldorf
10 x 14 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
10 Bilder (Sailing Boats), 1972
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w 
and staple bound. Feldmann 
Verlag, Düsseldorf
7 x 10 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
100 Jahre [100 Years], 2001
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Schirmer/Mosel, Munich
27.5 x 20.7 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
Die Toten 1967-1993 [The Dead 
1967-1993], 1998
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Feldmann Verlag, Düsseldorf
20.9 x 14.5 cm

FISCHLI & WEISS
Der Lauf Der Dinge 
[The Way Things Go], 1987
Video, colour, sound
30’ 

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
Voyeur (1st edition), 1994
Voyeur (2nd edition), 1997
Voyeur (4th edition), 2009
Voyeur (5th edition), 2011
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w. 
Verlag Walther König, Köln
16.5 x 11 cm (each)

JOAN FONTCUBERTA
Gamma Leporis, 2001
Photograph. Cibachrome 
with silicone on dibond 
aluminium board
120 x 80 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
6 Bilder (Animals), 1973
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w 
and staple bound. Feldmann 
Verlag, Düsseldorf
10 x 9.5 cm

PAULINE FONTDEVILA
Retour au nord II [Return 
to the North II)), 2005 
Installation. Articulated wooden 
doll, table and chair. 21 drawings 
and instructions
Dimensions variable

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
6 Bilder (Football players), 1971
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w 
and staple bound. Feldmann 
Verlag, Düsseldorf
10 x 9.5 cm

JOAN FONTCUBERTA
Orogènesi: bodyscape (orella) 
[Orogenesis: Bodyscape (ear)], 
2003
Photograph. C-Print
180 x 120 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
5 Bilder (Unmade Beds), 1971
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w 
and staple bound. Feldmann 
Verlag, Düsseldorf
11,5 x 11 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
15 Bilder (Trees), 1972
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w 
and staple bound. Feldmann 
Verlag, Düsseldorf
15 x 22 cm

PAULINE FONTDEVILA AND 
FRANÇOIS OLISLAEGER
Little P. in Echoes Land, 2005
Publication. Comic. 
Denöel graphic, Paris
23,5 x 31 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
3 Bilder (Chairs), 1971
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w 
and staple bound. Feldmann 
Verlag, Düsseldorf
11.5 x 14.5 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
4 Bilder (Storefront, suitcase, portrait 
and roadway), 1973 
Publication. Artist’s book, b/w 
and staple bound. Feldmann 
Verlag, Düsseldorf
11 x 11 cm

ROLAND FISCHER
Shennan Road, Shenzhen 1999, 
1999
Photograph. C-Print
180 x 185 cm

HANS-PETER FELDMANN
Image No. 1, 1979
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Halle für Internationale neue 
Kunst [MGB], Zürich
33 x 49 cm

ALICIA FRAMIS
Metro with a Cementery, Metro 
Châtelet, París, 1999, 1999
Photograph. C-Print
124 x 210 cm

ALICIA FRAMIS
Secret strike, Japan 2004, 2004
Video installation. Video 
and digital print
7’ and 60 x 42 cm (x12)

ALICIA FRAMIS
New buildings for China, 2009
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Cru, Figueres
34 x 24.5 cm

ALICIA FRAMIS
Secret strike. Bank building Utrecht 
2004, 2004
Video. DVD, colour, sound
9’

ALICIA FRAMIS
Une petite mort quotidienne, 
26 de enero de 1999, Londres 
[An Everyday Little Death, January 
26, 1999, London], 1999
Photograph. C-Print
70 x 100 cm

JOAN FONTCUBERTA
Googlerama: L’Origine du monde 
[Googlerama: Origin of the World], 
2003
Photograph. C-Print
124 x 210 cm
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DORA GARCÍA
Steal this book, 2009
Publication. Artist’s book
CGAC, Santiago de Compostela
18 x 11 cm

DORA GARCÍA
Respiración artificial [Artificial 
Respiration], 2016
Edition. Poster, novel, interview 
book, instructions
IVAM, Valencia
30 x 21 cm
21 x 12 cm  
18 x 11 cm

DORA GARCÍA
Mad Marginal Cahier #4. 
I see words, I hear voices, 2015
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Sternberg Press, Berlin-New York
21 x 15 cm

DORA GARCÍA
Mad Marginal Cahier #2. 
L’Inadequato, lo inadecuado, 
the inadequate, 2011
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Sternberg Press, Berlin-New York
21 x 15 cm

DORA GARCÍA
What is Finnegans Wake about?, 
2013
Publication. Artist’s book
MOREpublishers. Ghent
29.7 x 21 cm

DORA GARCÍA
Read with golden fingers 
(L’innommable, Samuel Beckett), 
2010
Object. Book and gold leaf   
13.5 x 18 cm

NAN GOLDIN
Christine on the train, Austria, 1993, 
1993
Photograph. Cibachrome
41 x 61 cm

DORA GARCÍA
The Sinthome Score, 2015
Edition. Score used by the 
performers, drawing, pencil on 
paper and C-print photograph 
Score: 23 x 31 cm 
Drawing: 23.9 x 15.9 cm 
Photograph: 30 x 20 cm

DORA GARCÍA 
Respiración artificial / 
Performance / Eco Oscuro, 2016
Edition. Posters
MOREpublishers. Ghent
89 x 59.4 cm (x3)

DORA GARCÍA
Real artists don’t have teeth, 2010
Multiple. Vinyl and poster. 
Rosascape, Paris
32 x 32 cm and 42 x 59 cm

DOUGLAS GORDON
Play Dead, Real Time 
(The Other Way), 2003
Video. DVD, colour
21’ 55” loop

DORA GARCÍA
Men I Love, 2010
Publication. Poster. 
MOREPublishers, Ghent
59.4 x 84.1 cm 

DORA GARCÍA
Mad Marginal Cahier #1. 
From Basaglia to Brazil, 2010
Publication. Artist’s book
Mousse Publishing, Milano 
21 x 15 cm

LIAM GILLICK
Relieved Wall Structure, 2007 
Sculpture. Painted aluminium 
200 x 15 x 3 cm 
and 200 x 93 cm (x10)

DORA GARCÍA
The world according to Dora García, 
2011
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Argobooks, Berlin 
21 x 30 cm

DORA GARCÍA
El reino [The Kingdom], 2003 
Publication. Artist’s book.
MACBA, Barcelona
20 x 13.5 cm

DORA GARCÍA
The Joycean Society, 2013
Publication. Artist’s book
Fondation Prince Pierre de Monaco 
& La Biennale di Venezia
20 x 13 cm (bottom) 
20 x 10 cm (up) 

DORA GARCÍA
Frases d’or. La realitat és una 
il·lusió molt persistent [Golden 
Sentences. Reality Is a Very 
Persistent Illusion], 2003
Installation. Painted letters 
with gold leaf on wall
Dimensions variable 

DOUGLAS GORDON
Self-portrait of you + me 
(Boris Karloff), 2006
Photograph, smoke and mirror
124.8 x 124.7 cm

DOUGLAS GORDON
Kissing with Amobarbital,1995
Installation. Projection of 80 slides 
Dimensions variable

DOUGLAS GORDON
Self-portrait of you+me 
(Sidney Poitier), 2006
Photograph, smoke and mirror
125 x 125 cm

DOUGLAS GORDON
Self-portrait of you + me 
(Steve McQueen), 2006
Photograph, smoke and mirror
125 x 125 cm

DOUGLAS GORDON
Self-portrait of you + me 
(Kim Novak), 2006
Photograph, smoke and mirror
62.5 x 62.5 cm

DOUGLAS GORDON
Self-portrait of you + me 
(Cary Grant + Grace Kelly), 2006
Photograph, smoke and mirror
62.5 x 62.5 cm
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DAN GRAHAM
Top: House Minneapolis, 1986; 
Bottom: House Vancouver, 1996, 
1986-1996
Photograph. Color
51.5 x 51.5 cm

DAN GRAHAM
House, Entrance, Jersey City, 1978
Photograph. C-Print
51.5 x 51.5 cm

DAN GRAHAM
Rock my religion: Writings and 
Projects 1965-1990, 2011
Publication. Artist’s book
MIT Press, Massachussets
21.5 x 14 cm

DAN GRAHAM
Star of David - Hamburger 
Version, 2001, 2001
Sculpture. Silver brass, NiCr 
coated glass, wood and paint 
45.8 x 99.5 x 99.5 cm

NÚRIA GÜELL
Valor #1, 2012
Multiple. Digital print. 
Arts Coming, Barcelona 
51 x 23 x 2 cm

ELIN HANDÓTTIR
Shelf, 2008
Installation. Shelf on wall 
and spotlight 
Dimensions variable.
Shelf: 60.3 x 24.1 x 1.8 cm

DOUGLAS GORDON
Self-portrait of you + me 
(Janet Leigh), 2006
Photograph, smoke and mirror
62.5 x 62.5 cm

ANDREAS GURSKY
Mercedes Bremen, 1991
Photograph. C-Print on plexiglass 
172.7 x 208.6 cm

JOSÉ ANTONIO HERNÁNDEZ-DÍEZ
S/T (Jung) [Untitled (Jung)], 1999
Photograph. C-Print 
on photographic paper
210 x 160 cm

DOUGLAS GORDON
The difference is “not at all” II, 
2006
Installation. Glossy white 
vinyl on wall 
250 cm

DAN GRAHAM
Left: Glass Elevator traversing sites 
of Atrium Park Avenue, New York, 
1987 / Right: Chemcore Artium B 
terminal garden, New York, 1987
Photograph. C-Print
35 x 27.5 cm (x2)

ANDREAS GURSKY
Singapore II, 1997
Photograph. C-Print
34 x 26.7 cm

DAN GRAHAM
Untitled (modèle pavilion) 
[Untitled (pavilion model)], 2005
Sculpture. Stainless steel base. 
Two-sided mirror. Triangular 
pavilion with one convex 
and one concave side
86 x 86 x 64 cm. Base: 107 x 107 x 6 cm

RODNEY GRAHAM
Schoolyard tree, Vancouver, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
130 x 160 cm

DOUGLAS GORDON
Self-portrait of you + me 
(Bette Davis), 2006
Photograph, smoke and mirror
62.5 x 62.5 cm

JOSÉ ANTONIO HERNÁNDEZ-DÍEZ
Mp3. Compositores 
[Mp3. Composers], 2002
Photograph. Digital print 
mounted on Dibond 
157 x 227 cm

JOSÉ ANTONIO HERNÁNDEZ-DÍEZ
S/T, S-PT-3412, QS-RC-1535, 1999
Sculpture. Sand-blasted PMMA 
146 x 96 x 150 cm

JOSÉ ANTONIO HERNÁNDEZ-DÍEZ
Botánica conglomerada 
[Conglomerate Botany], 2004
Photograph. C-Print and wooden 
structure
140 x 240 x 20 cm

JOSÉ ANTONIO HERNÁNDEZ-DÍEZ
Cuidados 1 [Cares 1], 2004
Photograph. Glicée print 
on cotton paper
112 x 189.5 cm

JOSÉ ANTONIO HERNÁNDEZ-DÍEZ
Up and Down, 2004
Installation. Aluminium 
and cardboard boxes 
200 x 20 x 14 (x2) cm

THOMAS HIRSCHHORN
Un-Shared Authorship, 2015
Publication. Offset print.
MOREPublishers, Ghent
84 x 60 cm

CARSTEN HÖLLER
Forte dei Marmi Ballerina, 2007
Photograph. C-Print mounted 
on aluminium
117.5 x 179 cm

CANDIDA HÖFER
Staatsbibliothek [State Library], 
2000
Photograph. C-Print
151 x 151 cm

CARSTEN HÖLLER
Carrara Ottovolante, 2007
Photograph. C-Print mounted 
on aluminium
117.5 x 179 cm
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DANIEL JACOBY
Traducción recursiva de titulares 
[Recursive Translation 
of Headlines], 2008
Publication. Artist’s book.
Save as… Publications, Barcelona 
21 x 15 cm

DANIEL JACOBY
Pronòstic del temps per 
al 20 de febrer dels propers 
100 anys [Weather forecast 
for the 20 of February of the 
next 100 years], 2009
Publication. Artist’s book.
Cru, Figueres 
21 x 15 cm

NINA KATCHADOURIAN
Head of Spain, 2008
Object. Dissected 
paper map and box 
25 x 25 cm

ANN VERONICA JANSSENS
AX, 2006
Object. Light-emitting diode   
50 cm Ø

ANDREAS M. KAUFMANN
Die Erschaffung der Welt 
[The World’s Creation], 1993
Photograph. Cibachrome
25 x 25 cm (x2)

ON KAWARA
One milion years, 1999
Publication. Artist’s book.
Editions Micheline Szwajcer 
and Michèle Didier, Brussels 
14.4 x 10.5 cm (x2)

PIERRE HUYGHE
This is not a Time for Dreaming, 
2004
Photograph. Digital print on paper
21.5 x 26.5 cm (x12)

ANDREAS M. KAUFMANN
Your eyes are not pained by 
what you see, 2002-2004
Publication. Artist’s book.
Revolver, Frankfurt
24.9 x 17.5 cm

SHEN LIANG
Book Cover Series, 2005
Painting. Oil on canvas
60 x 50 cm (x24)

DANIEL JACOBY
Für Elise de Ludwig Van 
Beethoven en orden de tono 
[Für Elise by Ludwig Van 
Beethoven in Tone Order], 2009
Video installation. Video and 
framed score
5’ 59” and score 29.7 x 84 cm

CHRISTIAN JANKOWSKI
Flock, 2002
Video installation. Video, 
DVD and silkscreen posters 
12’ 15” and 68 x 87.5 cm (x5)

ANDREAS M. KAUFMANN
Stuffed Silence, 2007
Publication. Artist’s book.
Espai Zero1, Olot
21 x 15 cm

CRAIGIE HORSFIELD
From Via Layetana to east, 
Barcelona. June 1995, 2000
Photograph b/w
141 x 141 cm

DANIEL JACOBY
Un Toblerone de exactamente 
50 g y 491 Toblerones de 
aproximadamente 50 g, 2010
Publication. Artist’s book.
Cajasol Obra Social and Save as…
Publications. Barcelona
12 x 17 cm

ANDREAS M. KAUFMANN
Video painting / Video 
d’ameublement Nº2, 1996
Video. DVD, b/w, without sound
Loop

SHEN LIANG
Beijing Opera Series, 2005
Painting. Oil on canvas
180 x 150 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Martin, 1997
Photograph. C-Print
63 x 73 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Ray, 1996
Photograph. C-Print
78 x 93 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Kiuvaniemi, 1991
Photograph. C-Print
55 x 65 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Hyrynsalmi, 1994
Photograph. C-Print
41 x 50 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Passer Domesticus?, 2001
Photograph. C-Print
57 x 67 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Nuphar Lutea?, 2001
Photograph. C-Print
46 x 54 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Rapakivi?, 2001
Photograph. C-Print
50 x 60 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Sander Lucioperca, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
48 x 56 cm
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ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Marco, 1998
Photograph. C-Print
102 x 118 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Untitled. Barcelona, 1999
Photograph. C-Print
68 x 146 cm

AERNOUT MIK
Park, 2002
Video installation. DVD, colour
Dimensions variable

GORDON MATTA-CLARK
Splitting, 1974
Publication. Self-published artist’s 
book, New York. 32 pages, staple 
bound. Offset printed, with glossy 
wrappers. 17.8 x 28.3 x 0.2 cm with 
a tipped-in three-panel fold out 
poster: 39.6 x 26.6 cm

BORIS MIKHAILOV
Untitled, 1998
Photograph. C-Print
180.3 x 121.9 cm

VIK MUNIZ
Saturn devouring one of his sons, 
after Francisco de Goya (Pictures 
of Junk), 2005
Photograph. C-Print
228.6 x 180.3 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Sheep?, 2001
Photograph. C-Print
60 x 71 cm

JONATHAN MONK
Meeting piece #32, 2007
Installation. Red vinyl on wall 
Dimensions variable

PAUL McCARTHY
Pinnocchio Pipenose 
Household dilema, 1994
Video installation. Pinocchio 
dress and video 
43’ 50”

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Mandibula?, 2001
Photograph. C-Print
49 x 57 cm

MATT MULLICAN 
Notating the Cosmology, 2009
Publication. Artist’s book.
Les presses du réel, Dijon 
16.5 x 24.5 cm

JOAN MOREY
Non Serviam (Getsemaní) 
[I Will Not Serve (Getsemaní)], 2014
Edition. Poster of a performance 
97 x 68 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Stone, 2001
Photograph. C-Print
57 x 74 cm

ESKO MÄNNIKKÖ
Maria, 1998
Photograph. C-Print
97 x 116 cm

BORIS MIKHAILOV
This man was standing there, 
2002
Photograph. C-Print
183.5 x 125.5 cm

ANTONI MUNTADAS
Portrait, 1995
Video installation. DVD, colour
7’ 2” loop
Dimensions variable

ANTONI MUNTADAS
Project (Who? What? Why? 
How? Where? When? 
For whom? How much?), 2007
Installation. Ink on paper 
60 x 45 cm (x9)

ANTONI MUNTADAS
Warning, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
70 x 100 cm

ANTONI MUNTADAS
The Bank, 1997-2002
Photograph and screenprint. 
Cibachrome Print
76.5 x 101.5 cm

ANTONI MUNTADAS
Gestes [Gestures], 2003
Publication. 1 box with 55 postcards 
Bookstorming, Paris
9 x 14 cm (x55)

ANTONI MUNTADAS
Derive Veneziane. The Edition, 2016
Film and Photograph. ColorPAL, 
sound, HD, 16:9,
30 photographs 
38’ and 39 x 21 cm

BRUCE NAUMAN
Violent Incident Man - 
Woman Segment, 1986
Video, colour, sound
30’

ANTONI MUNTADAS
Documentos, Actividades, I-III
[Documents, Activities, I-III], 
1973-1976
Publication. Document. 77 sheets:  
b/w in a 32.5 x 22.7 cm envelope
Galeria Vandrés, Madrid

JULIAN OPIE
Modern Tower 8, 2001
Sculpture. Vinyl and paint 
on black wood 
242.3 x 53.6 x 53.6 cm
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JOSÉ ÁLVARO PERDICES
47 Names, 2004
Film. 16 mm transfer on DVD, 
colour, sound
12’ 52”

JOSÉ ÁLVARO PERDICES
S/T (Gritos) [Untitled (Screams)], 
2003
Photograph. C-Print
185 x 215 cm

PEREJAUME
Aparició de la pintura blava 
[Apparition of the Blue Paint], 2000
Painting. Oil on wood
16 x 21 cm

JOSÉ ÁLVARO PERDICES
S/T (Gritos) [Untitled (Screams)], 
2003
Photograph. C-Print
185 x 215 cm

PEREJAUME
Serpentines, 2001
Painting. Oil on wood
16.5 x 20.5 cm

PEREJAUME
Teló seguit [Continuous Curtain], 
1999
Video, colour, without sound
Loop

GABRIEL OROZCO
Roof and Rock, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
40.6 x 50.8 cm

PEREJAUME
S/T (Liceu) [Untitled (Liceu)], 1985
Painting. Collage
36.5 x 67.8 cm

PEREJAUME
Plat daurat [Golden Dish], 1993
Painting. Oil on wood
36.5 x 103.5 cm

GABRIEL OROZCO
Standing Bycicle, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
40.6 x 50.8 cm

JOSÉ ÁLVARO PERDICES
S/T (Gritos) [Untitled (Screams)], 
2003
Photograph. C-Print
185 x 215 cm

PEREJAUME
Tres vailetes (tríptic) [Three 
Little Girls (triptych)], 1993
Photograph. Triptych
169 x 52 cm (x2) and 46 x 35.5 cm

GABRIEL OROZCO
Drawing, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
40.6 x 50.8 cm

GABRIEL OROZCO
Stone Path, 2002
Photograph. C-Print
40.6 x 50.8 cm

PEREJAUME
Signatura [Signature], 1997
Object. Brass trumpet
60 x 180 x 60 cm

PEREJAUME
Sala [Room], 2001
Painting. Oil on paper
54 x 96 cm

PEREJAUME
El Montnegre. Escrits; El Montbrugós. 
Obra reunida; Lllibre que em conté. 
Stromboli, 2001 [El Montnegre. 
Writings; El Montbrugós. Assembled 
Work; Book That Contains Me. 
Stromboli, 2001), 2005
Drawing. Ink on paper
32 x 25 cm (x3)

PEREJAUME
Platea 2000 [Orchestra 2000], 2000
Photograph
51.5 x 244 cm (x2)

PETER PILLER
Haufen [Pile], 2002-2004
Photograph. C-Print
24.7 x 24.7 cm (x9)

PETER PILLER
Don’t hate the player. Hate the game, 
2016
Publication. Poster. Ed. Galeria 
ProjecteSD, Barcelona
59 x 42 cm

ARCHIV PETER PILLER
Zeitung [Newspaper], 2007
Publication. Artist’s book. 
JRP|Ringier Kunstverlag, Zürich
28 x 28 cm

ARCHIV PETER PILLER
Band 9 (Pfeil) [Volume 9 (Arrow)], 
2006
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Revolver, Frankfurt
20.3 x 15.5 cm

ARCHIV PETER PILLER
Materialen (A) [Materials (A)], 2005
Publication. Artist’s book.
Witte de With, Rotterdam, and 
Revolver Verlag, Frankfurt am 
Main, Rotterdam-Frankfurt
20.5 x 15.5 cm

ARCHIV PETER PILLER
Von Erde schöner [From 
a Beautiful Land], 2004
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Revolver, Frankfurt
29.8 x 29.8 cm (x2)
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ANA PRADA
Objetos apropiados (Monuments 
to fiddling). MACBA [Appropriated 
Objects (Monuments to Fiddling). 
MACBA], 2003
Photograph. C-Print
90 x 221 cm

WILFREDO PRIETO
Un segundo de horizonte 
[One second of Horizon), 2010
Installation. Laser line 360 degrees 
Dimensions variable 

JORGE RIBALTA
S/T Ref 389 (cara) [Untitled 
Ref 389 (Face)], 1997
Photograph. C-Print
140 x 90 cm

JORGE RIBALTA
Rascacielos [Skyscraper], 1992
Photograph b/w on paper 
105 x 85 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Doppelporträt [Double Portrait], 1996
Photograph and silkscreen
72 x 102 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Substrate, 2003
Photograph. Digital print 
on photographic paper 
100 x 75 cm (x4)

ANA PRADA
Un toque femenino. Globo y vaso 
[A Feminine Touch. Balloon and 
Glass], 2003
Photograph. C-Print
122.5 x 205.5 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Doppelporträt [Double Portrait], 1996
Photograph and silkscreen
72 x 102 cm

JORGE RIBALTA
R/6-87 nº55 S/T [R/6-87 
No. 55 Untitled], 1989
Photograph b/w
85 x 105 cm

ANA PRADA
Un toque femenino. Rulo y alambre 
[A Feminine Touch. Hair Roller and 
Wire], 2003
Photograph. C-Print
121 x 157.5 cm

WILFREDO PRIETO
“Note Book”, 2004
Publication. Artist’s book
Pork Salad Press, Copenhaguen
21 x 14.8 cm

THOMAS RUFF
dpb.01, 2000
Photograph. C-Print
185 x 235 cm

ARCHIV PETER PILLER
Kraft, 2011
Publication. Artist’s book. 
JRP|RIngier Kunstverlag, Zürich
15.5 x 11.2 cm

ANA PRADA
Objetos apropiados (Monuments 
to fiddling). Anónimo, Tate Modern 
[Appropriated Objects (Monuments 
to Fiddling), Anonymous, Tate 
Modern], 2003
Photograph. C-Print
97 x 202 cm

THOMAS RUFF
3-D New York (Bronx), 1995
Photograph. Photolithograph 
30 x 30 cm (x2)

THOMAS RUFF
Nacht 20 II [Night 20 II], 1995
Photograph. C-Print
144.5 x 138.2 cm

THOMAS RUFF
0436, 2003
Photograph. C-Print
113 x 148 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Porträt (V. Levchenya) 
[Portrait (V. Levchenya)], 2000
Photograph. C-print
210 x 165 cm

THOMAS RUFF
w.h.s. 02, 2000
Photograph. C-Print
176.5 x 237.5 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Porträt (P. Kmyrim) 
[Portrait (P. Kmyrim)], 2000
Photograph. C-Print
210 x 165 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Interieur 2C [Interior 2C], 1981
Photograph. C-Print
27.5 x 20.5 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Interieur 14B [Interior 14B], 1980
Photograph. C-Print
27.2 x 20.3 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Zeitungsfoto 018 [Newspaper 
Photo 018], 1990
Photograph. C-Print
21.7 x 27.8 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Zeitungsfoto 059 [Newspaper 
Photo  059], 1990
Photograph. C-Print
27 x 27.6 cm
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THOMAS RUFF
Nude pt21, 2000
Photograph. C-Print
100 x 127 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Maschinen 1100 [Machinery 1100], 
2004
Photograph. C-Print
130 x 166 cm

FRANCESC RUIZ
Soy Sauce, 2004-2005
Publication. Comic collection 
(Nos. 1-4). Fundació Joan Miró, 
Barcelona
26 x 17 cm (x4)

THOMAS RUFF
jpeg gr01, 2004
Photograph. C-Print
153.5 x 246.5 cm

FRANCESC RUIZ
BCN Eye Trip (Eixample), 2008
Drawing. Digital print 
on photographic paper 
166.5 x 122.5 cm

FRANCESC RUIZ
Esta es mi playa [This 
Is My Beach], 2003
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Art 3, Valence
15.5 x 11.5 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Zeitungsfoto 148 [Newspaper 
Photo 148], 1990
Photograph. C-Print
16.5 x 28 cm

FRANCESC RUIZ
BCN Eye Trip, 2008
Video installation. 4 simultaneous 
projections, animation, colour
9’ 08”. Dimensions variable

FRANCESC RUIZ
Corte Inglés y el Hotel Barceló Sants 
[Corte Inglés and Barceló Sants 
Hotel], 2001
Installation. Photocopies b/w on wall
200 x 400 cm, 50 x 200 cm 
and 110 x 200 cm

THOMAS RUFF
Maschinen 3119 [Machinery 3119], 
2004
Photograph. C-Print
144 x 113 cm

FRANCESC RUIZ
Comic Brick, 2009
Installation. Comics and publications
Dimensions variable

FRANCESC RUIZ
Soy Sauce, 2014
Publication. Comic collection 
(Nos. 1-6). Fundació Joan Miró, 
Barcelona
29.7 x 42 cm

ALLEN RUPPERSBERG
24 Pieces / A. Ruppersberg, 2014
Publication. Artist’s book.
Sunday Quality, Los Angeles
20.5 x 15.9 cm

ANRI SALA
Untitled, 2003
Photograph. Colour
40 x 50 cm

ALLAN SEKULA
Dripping black trapezoid 
(Lendo, 12/22/02), 2002
Photograph. Cibachrome
101.5 x 70 cm

ALLAN SEKULA
Self-portrait (Lendo, 12/22/02), 2002
Photograph. Cibachrome
38 x 53.5 x 5 cm

ANDRÉS SERRANO
The Morgue, 1992
Photograph. C-Print
28 x 36 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Untitled (Mick’s costume), 1998
Drawing. Marker pen on paper  
24 x 21 cm

CINDY SHERMAN
Untitled, 1994
Photograph. C-Print
127 x 84 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Untitled (Today I will paint “Ugly 
Little man in an ugly mood”), 1998
Drawing. Marker pen on paper  
24 x 21.5 cm

FERNANDO SÁNCHEZ CASTILLO
Nada por las patrias [Nothing 
for the Homelands], 2014
Multiple. Brass
Arts Coming, Barcelona
94 x 6 x 0.3 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Untitled (Keep your hair on), 2005
Installation. Acrylic and spray 
paint on wood. 19 pieces 
Dimensions variable 

ALLEN RUPPERSBERG
Konrad Fisher, 2006
Installation. Silkscreen 
on paper
36 x 56 cm (x8)

ALLAN SEKULA
Percebeiros (shelfishers) working 
and army preparing, 2002
Photograph. Cibachrome
50 x 60.7 cm (x3)
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DAVID SHRIGLEY
ERR, 2005
Publication. Artist’s book.
ACTAR Book Works, London
21.6 x 15.1 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Red Book, 2009
Publication. Artist’s book. 
Redstone Press, London
21.6 x 15.3 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Eyes, 2016
Engraving. Woodcut 
70 x 50 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Worried Noodles (The Empty Sleeve), 
2005
Publication. Artist’s book.
Tomlab, Germany
31 x 31 cm

NEDKO SOLAKOV
Heroic stories #1 - #9, 2006
Drawing. Ink and wash on paper 
43 x 34 cm (x9)

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Two heads, 2016
Engraving. Woodcut
70 x 50 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
How are you feeling? As the 
centre of the inside of the 
human brain’s mind, 2012
Publication. Artist’s book.
Canongate Books. Edinburgh
19.8 x 15 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Kill your pets, 2004
Publication. Artist’s book.
Revolver, Frankfurt
12.5 x 12.5 cm

SANTIAGO SIERRA
Edificio iluminado, calle 
Arcos de Belén n.º 2 
Mexico. August 2003 
[Lighted Building, Arcos 
de Belén Street No. 2 
Mexico. August 2003], 2005
Photograph b/w
246 x 150 cm

DAVID SHRIGLEY
Who I am and what I want, 2005
Video. DVD, animation, sound
7’ 23”

DAVID SHRIGLEY
You can not, 2007
Engraving. Silkscreen
130 x 98 cm

MONTSERRAT SOTO
Tracto perdido III 
[Lost Tract III], 1994
Photograph. Colour
123.5 x 123.5 cm

MONTSERRAT SOTO
Sin título. Huella 32 
[Untitled. Print 32], 2004
Photograph. Colour 
50 x 100 cm

MONTSERRAT SOTO
Sin título. Huella 46
[Untitled. Print 46], 2004
Photograph. Colour
80 x 200 cm

MONTSERRAT SOTO
Sin título. Huella 44
[Untitled. Print 44], 2004
Photograph. Colour
90 x 100 cm

JACK STRANGE
Lecture of life inside a human cell, 
2010
Object. Clay, ink and DV
Dimensions variable

HIROSHI SUGIMOTO
Signal Box – Herzog & de Meuron, 
1998
Photograph. Silver bromide 
gelatin print
63.5 x 50.8 cm

THOMAS STRUTH
Gemüse Markt, Wuhan [Vegetable 
Market, Wuhan], 1995
Photograph. C-Print on Diasec
136.5 x 161.9 cm

HIROSHI SUGIMOTO
Fagus Schuhleistenfabrik – 
W. Groupius and A., 1998
Photograph. Silver bromide 
gelatin print
63.5 x 50.8 cm

MONTSERRAT SOTO
Sin título. Huella 42
[Untitled. Print 42], 2004
Photograph. Colour
75 x 150 cm

THOMAS STRUTH
Times Square N.Y., 2000
Photograph. C-Print
179.3 x 212 cm

NEDKO SOLAKOV
A Hesitate Sun, 2007
Painting. Paint on canvas 
101 x 134 cm

MONTSERRAT SOTO
Tracto perdido II
[Lost Tract II], 1994
Photograph. Colour
94 x 180 cm

FRANK THIEL
Stadt 9/07 (Berlin) 
[City 9/07 (Berlin)], 2000
Photograph. C-Print
210 x 165 cm
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WOLFGANG TILLMANS
Rats on Trash Bags, 1995
Photograph. C-Print
40.5 x 30.5 cm

WOLFGANG TILLMANS
Still Life Grays Inn Road II, 1999
Photograph. C-Print
30 x 40 cm

IGNACIO URIARTE
Archivadores en archivo 
[File Boxes on Filing Shelves], 2005
Video, colour
8’ 21”

WOLFGANG TILLMANS
Alex and Lutz looking at Crotch, 
1991
Photograph. C-Print
40.5 x 29.8 cm

EULÀLIA VALLDOSERA
La panxa de la terra, I. Sèrie: 
El melic del món. Tintes #65 
[The Belly of the Earth, I. 
Series: The Navel of the World. 
Dyes #65), 1990
Drawing. Ink on paper
136 x 106 cm

EULÀLIA VALLDOSERA
Escombrada III. Sèrie: El melic del 
món. Fotografíes #7 [Sweeping III. 
Series: The Navel of the World. 
Photographs #7], 1990-91 
Photograph. C-Print on wood
90 x 130 cm

SPENCER TUNICK
Barcelona (Institut de Cultura) 
[Barcelona (Culture Institute)], 2003
Photograph. C-Print on plexiglass
180.3 x 226.7 cm

WOLFGANG TILLMANS
White Jeans on White, 1991
Photograph. C-Print
30 x 40 cm

EULÀLIA VALLDOSERA
Estadi III. Sèrie: El melic del món. 
Fotografies #4 [Stadium III. 
Series: The Navel of the World. 
Photographs #4], 1990-1991
Photograph. C-Print
100 x 145 cm

IGNACIO URIARTE
Four Geometry sets, 2011
Publication. Artist’s book.
The Flames, Barcelona
24 x 16.5 cm

EULÀLIA VALLDOSERA
Maleta. Serie: Maleta.
Photograph #7 [Suitcase. Series: 
Suitcase. Photograph #7], 1994
Photograph, colour
146 x 160 cm

EULÀLIA VALLDOSERA
El melic del món [The Navel 
of the World], 1990-1991
Installation: floor, video, 
text and broom
Dimensions variable

EULÀLIA VALLDOSERA
Loop, 1995
Vídeo, colour, sound
4’

PEP VIDAL
Development of Numerical 
Algorithms for Calculating the 
Topography of the Mirrors for 
a Synchrotron, 2014
Publication. UAB doctoral 
thesis. Barcelona
21 x 29.7 cm

PEP VIDAL
Teoria de la mesura núm. 21 
[Theory of Measurement 
No. 21), 2017
Drawing. Ink on paper
29.7 x 21 cm

EULÀLIA VALLDOSERA
Columna, I. Serie: Burns.
Photograph #10 [Column, 
I. Series: Burns. Photograph 
#10], 1990
Photograph. Colour 
photograph on wood
145 x 100 cm

PEP VIDAL
Oli d’una olivera [Oil from 
an Olive Tree], 2016
Sculpture. Glass pots, 752 ml 
of olive oil and organic remains
Dimensions variable

EULÀLIA VALLDOSERA
Estructura humana: 
Descomposició. Sèrie: 
El melic del món. Tintes 
#103 [Human Structure: 
Decomposition. Series: 
The Navel of the World. 
Dyes #103], 1990
Drawing. Ink on paper
150 x 70 cm

JEFF WALL
Rear, 304E. 25 Ave., Vancouver. 
May 1997. 1.14 & 1.17 pm, 1997
Photograph. Silver salts
246.6 x 363.5 cm

PEP VIDAL
Teoria de la mesura núm. 23 
[Theory of Measurement 
No. 21), 2017
Drawing. Ink on paper
29.7 x 21 cm

GILLIAN WEARING
Signs that say:... Come back 
Mary, 1993
Photograph. C-Print on 
aluminium
40.5 x 30.5 cm

GILLIAN WEARING
Self-portrait as my mother 
Jean Gregory, 2003
Photograph. Silver bromide 
gelatin print on aluminium 
137.2 x 116.9 cm

GILLIAN WEARING
Olia, 2003
Photograph. Cibachrome
62 x 52 cm

ZUSH
Queni, 1971
Painting. Oil on canvas
24 x 18 cm
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ZUSH
Book sovist, 1989-1997
Publication. Artist’s book.
Self-edition, Barcelona
22.4 x 17 x 4 cm

ZUSH
Sarudo dovist, 1989
Drawing. Mixed media on paper
30.5 x 70.5 cm

ZUSH
Uroxos, 1994
Publication. Artist’s book.
Self-edition, Barcelona
20.5 x 15.5 x 3 cm

ZUSH
Sarudra, 1987
Drawing. Mixed media 
on paper
76 x 50 cm

ZUSH
Oudra, 1999
Drawing. Mixed media 
on paper
29.5 x 20.5 cm

ZUSH
Luecia I, 1964
Drawing. Carbon paper on paper
32 x 29 cm

ZUSH
S/T Chica con pistolas, 1999
Drawing. Collage
40 x 33 cm

ZUSH
Esdrivo volodo, 2002
Drawing. Mixed media on paper
40.5 x 30 cm

ZUSH
Edro, 1999
Drawing. Mixed media on paper
29.5 x 21 cm

ZUSH
Reflexió sobre 
el sexe ita 
sored, 1988
Drawing. 
Mixed media 
on paper
198.5 x 27 cm

ZUSH
Dib pas, 1964
Drawing. Collage
40 x 32 cm

ZUSH
Sunevlit, 2004
Drawing. Mixed 
media on paper
29.5 x 11.7 cm

ZUSH
Don’t make me locs, 1982
Drawing. Mixed media on paper
28 x 35.5 cm

ZUSH
Atzahar, 1969
Painting. Oil on canvas
74 x 55 cm

ZUSH
Cara azul y negra, 1964
Painting. Collage on wood
104 x 75 cm

ZUSH
Bozo de la bienal, 1967
Drawing. Mixed media on wood
122 x 162 cm

ZUSH
Umasido, 1989
Drawing. Mixed media on canvas
160.5 x 201 cm

ZUSH
Utso ’99 n.º 3, 1999
Drawing. Mixed media on paper
77 x 148 cm

ZUSH
Vesutro dru, 1999-2000
Drawing. Mixed media on paper
57 x 76 cm
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